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1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the problem of estimation in the class S, of linear models 
defined as follows: 
Y = Xp + e ; (1.1-1) 
y nxl a vector of observed real random variables; 
X nxp a matrix of rank p of obsezired real constants; 
P pxl a vector of unknown real parameters; 
e nxl a vector of unobserved random variables; 
E[e ] = 0 ; E[ee'] = G . 
G is a diagonal matrix with nonzero diagonal elements whose structure 
is known up to an sxl vector 9 of unknown real parameters. 0 may or 
may not contain elements of p • The vectors p and 0 are to be estimated. 
A review of estimation for some examples in the class £ is given in 
Section II. Two common procedures, a maximum likelihood procedure, and a 
least squares procedure are discussed. The least squares procedure uses 
residuals from a simple least squares fit of g to estimate 0 and hence G . 
A weighted least squares procedure is then used to obtain a new estimate 
of p . The weights are obtained fran the estimates of the diagonal elements 
of G . The maximum likelihood procedure is emplc^ed under the additional 
2 
assumption that the vector e is normally distributed. 
In Section III a subclass of the class •£ is defined by adding assump­
tions about the properties of the diagonal elements of G and the density 
of e . For this subclass we first discuss the existence and properties of 
the maximum likelihood estimators of p and 0 . We then discuss the ex­
istence and properties of simple least squares estimators of p and 9. 
A joint least squares procedure is then developed -which uses preliminary-
estimates of p and 0 to obtain ne-w estimates. It is shown that this joint 
least squares estimator has the same asymptotic distribution as the max­
imum likelihood estimator. Finally we demonstrate that a sequence of 
estimators can be obtained that converge to a local maximum of the likeli­
hood function. This sequence is obtained by repeatedly applying the joint 
least squares procedure. 
The application of the joint least squares procedure to several ex­
amples given in Section II is discussed in Section IV. The properties of 
the simple and joint least squares procedures are used to obtain proper­
ties for estimators in the specific examples. 
In Section V we compare the performance of the simple and joint 
least squares estimators for a random coefficient model. A measure of the 
adequacy of the large sample results for a sample of size 40 is obtained 
from a Monte Carlo study. 
3 
II. A EEVIEW OF ESTIMATION IN THE CLASS £ 
It is well known that for the class £ of linear models where p 
is not an unknown parameter of G the best linear unbiased estimator 
of g when G is known is given by the generalized least squares esti­
mator 
p* = (X'G~^)'^ X'G"^ . (2.0.1) 
If e is also normally distributed, p is the maximum likelihood 
estimator of p. The simple least squares estimator which is defined by 
^ 1 
p = (X'X) X'Y (2.0.2) 
* 
is also unbiased "but in general less efficient than g . Conditions 
under which p and p have the same c ©variance matrix are given by 
Zyskind (19^7) and Williams (1967). 
A 
Since the covariance matrix of p is a function of G an estimate of 
A  
0 is required before an estimate of the precision of p can be construct-
A 
ed from the sample. If G is unknown and an estimator © of Ô is avail­
able a reasonable estimator of p is given by 
A n  - ,  A  
P = (X'G"\)"^X'G"^Y ; (2.0.3) 
A  A  _  
where G is obtained from G by replacing 0 by 0. The estimator p may 
A  A  
or may not be more efficient than p . The case wherein the estimator 6 
k 
of 0 is obtained from an independent sample has been discussed by 
A  
C.R. Rao (1965b, 1965c). We shall consider the case where 0 is obtained 
from the simple least squares residuals. ¥e shall call this approach to 
the estimation of g and 0 the least squares procedure. 
If e is normally distributed the method of maximum likelihood can 
be used to estimate g and 0. The values of g and 0, p and 0, that 
maximize the likelihood function are called the maximum likelihood estima­
tors. 
A. The Least Squares Procedure 
A  A  
The least squares procedure begins with the residuals, e = Y - XP , 
where g is given by (2.0.2). These residuals are used to estimate the 
covariance matrix G by estimating the unknown parameter 0. A new 
estimator of p is then obtained from (2.0.3). A study of this procedure 
requires an investigation of the techniques of covariance matrix estimation 
using least square residuals. 
Covariance matrix estimation has been studied recently by C.R. Rao 
(1970) and Chew (1970). The techniques discussed by these authors have 
also been used by Hildreth and Houck (I968) and Hartley, Rao and Kiefer 
(1969). The least squares residuals are defined by 
^  A  
e = Y - Xp , 
= Y - X(X'X)~^ X'Y , 
= e - X(X'X)"^ X'e , 
= Me ; (2.1.1) 
5 
where M = I - X(X'X)'^X'. 
It follows that 
A  A  
E [ee' ] = MGM . 
Let g he the vector of diagonal elements of G, let M oe the matrix 
A  
whose elements are the squares of the elements of and let e he the 
A  
vector whose elements are the squares of the elements of e . Sines G 
is diagonal we may write 
A  
E [ê ] = M g . (2.1.2) 
Depending on additional assumptions about the structure of G the elements 
of g, { g^ -^i-l ' ni3.y not he all different. If the elements of g are 
all different then (2-1.2) is a system of n equations in the n unknowns 
r 
^ ®i ^ i=l * 
The method of moments suggests the estimation equations 
A . A 
ê = M g . (2.1.3) 
• _i 
If M exists we obtain 
= M'l e . (2.1.4) 
6 
Sufficient conditions for the rank of M to be full are given by Hartley, 
Rao, and Kiefer (19^9) and by C.R. Eao (1970). Hartley, Rao and Kieffer 
give the sufficient condition 
n 
Max Z I a.. I <1 i = 1, 2, ..., n ; 
•where 
i j=l 
a.. = 1 - m.. i = 1, 2, ..., n 11 11 } } } 
a^^ — - i^j i, J — 1, 2, •••^nj 
This condition reduces to 
. 1 
min m.. > i 
i 
since 
n 
2 m. . = m.. => 0 < m.. < ij 11 11 
J—-I-
7 
Sufficient conditions due to C.R. Eao (1970) are summarized in the 
following two lemmas. 
]>rrma 2.1.1. Given that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) X is of rank p where n > 2 p + 1 
' nxp — 
(2) X' can be partitioned after a rearrangement of columns 
as (X£ : Xg : X^) where 
(a) X^ is pxm of rank p , 
(b) X^ is pxm of rank p and 
fc) X is such that not all its rows depend on a 
2 
proper subset of rows of X^ aad such that not 
all its rows depend on a proper subset of rows 
X3, 
then M is of full rank. 
Lpmma 2.1.2. Given that every column vector belonging to the linear 
manifold M(X) contains more than (p + l) nonzero elements then M is 
of full rank. The linear manifold M(X) is the subspace generated by 
all possible linear combinations of the columns of X. 
C.R. Rao (1970) defines an estimator Y'AY of a linear function of 
n 
the diagonal elements S e.g. to be MHîQUE if the Euclidean norm of 
i=l ^  ^  
A ,  I  |A[ I  (the square root of the trace of A) is minimized subject to the 
conditions : 
(1) AX = 0 
n n 
(2) Z a g = Z e g 
i=l ^ i=l 
8 
He then proves that the MINQUE method of estimation has the following 
desirable properties: 
(1) The MHïQUE is invariant for orthogonal transformations 
of Y, 
n 
(2) If S is the MmQUE of 2 e.g. and S is the 
1 i=l 1 1 2 
n 
MINQUE of Z d.g. then S + S is the MINQUE 
of Z (c. + d.)g , 
i=l 1 ^ ^ 
(3) If all , i = 1, 2, n are different the 
MINQUE of g has the minim-urn average variance in 
the class of quadratic unbiased estimators for any 
symmetric a priori distribution of g^, . g^ 
over which the average is taken. 
C.R. Rao (1970) proves that if the g^, i = 1, 2, •••, n are all 
different then the MUfQUE of g is given by g in (2.1.4). If only 
k < n of the g^, i = 1, 2, ..., n are different then the equations for 
the MHIQUE of g are obtained ftcm (2.1.4) as follows. Without loss of 
generality let the first n^ elements of g be equal to , the next 
n elements of g be equal to y , the last n. elements of g be 
k 
equal to y , 2 n. = n. Add up the first n equations to obtain 
k j=i <3 1 
the first equation in y^, y^j ..., y^ ; then add up the next n^ 
equations to obtain the second equation in y , y , y, and so on; 
X 2 K 
to obtain a total of k equations. The equations are given "by 
A  
¥ = Hy ; (2.1.5) 
9 
where 
= 
*1 
='1-1+'-
Z 
=3-1+1 
m 
rs 
j — 2, • • >  
= S n, 
t=l 
1-1, 2,..., k; H _ { j=l ' 
e i— 1, 2, 
A  
¥  tlti 
The MINQUE of y is then given by 
Y = H W (2.1.6) 
A common alternative to (2.1.6) has been to replace H by the 
diagonal matrix 
K = 
ni-1 
n2-l 
-1 
10 
Thus the estimator of is given by 
""j A 
"Y. = Z e / n -1 . (2.1.7 ) 
c] J 
Since H = U + O(^) the procedure is justified in large samples. Eao 
and Subrahmaxiiam (1971) have shown that (2.1.6) provides a more efficient 
estimator for y than (2.1-7) for small samples in some special cases. 
A problem with the MHîQUE approach is the possibility of negative 
estimates of the y^ , j = 1, 2, ..., k. Clearly this is not possible 
if (2.1.7) is used. Rao and Subrahmaniam (1971) employed the following 
adjustment to the MINQUE procedure to eliminate negative estimates. 
''3 
A  
if 
if 
A  
Y. < s 
where e is an arbitrary small number. 
For the case in which only k < n of the g^ , i = 1, 2, ..., n 
are distinct, say y , ..., y, , Chew (1970) suggests the following 
alternative procedure. If we assume without loss of generality that the 
first n^ elements of g are equal to y^, the next n^ elements of g 
are equal to y^, ... and the last n^ elements of g are equal to 
11 
we may rewrite (2.1.3) ^.s 
A  .  A  
e = F Y ; (2.1.8) 
where 
^3 
f. . = ^ m. = 
" d = 1, a, ... .. 
j-1 
â». — ^ H j — 2^ * * * y ^ 
^ 8=1 ^ 
If we let W=ê-E[e] we may write 
ê = Fy + W ; (2.1.9) 
Chew (1970) \ises the least squares estimator 
Y* = (F'F)'^ F' ê . (2.1.10) 
The least squares estimator may also yield negative estimates. 
An example of the application of these techniques is provided "by the 
following nonparametric unequal variance model. 
12 
i — 2^ * * * 3 ; 
j = 1, 2, 
• y m 
E[ey] = 0 X — 1^ 2^ • • • ^ y 
j = 1; 2, 5 
S[:ij:rs] = 1 r — Ij 2j • • • ^  5 
j = s, j, s = 1, 2, '""J ^ j 
= 0 otherwise .. 
In matrix notation we write 
where 
E [ ee' ] = 
Y =  X p + e  
m. 
13 
Yn^xl ; Xn^xp ; ppn^xl ; en^xl ; and 
\ 'j • 
Let 
^3 = "3 j — 1; 2j ...,ni 
Then the MINQUE of crp j = 1, 2, ..., m is given "by (2.1.5) and the 
least squares estimator ty (2.1.10). 
If n. = 1, j = 1, 2, ..., m then the MHJQUE of cr^ ^ j = i^ 
3 0 
2, ..., m is given by (2.1.k). 
For the case ry = n ; j = 1, 2, ..., m; and = X^^^ ; 
i, r = 1, 2, n ; an alternative procedure is given by Mandel (I9A). 
We write 
where 
y^mxl ; 
Define 
\ - X p. + e^ 
Xmxp; p.pxl ; e.mxl 
p. = (X'X)"^ X'Y^ . 
14 
From (2.1.3) 'we have 
A  A  
e = M g 
Summing over i = 1, 2, n we have 
. n A 
i E • 
n i=l 
e^ = M 
thus 
•) n A 
- S e?. 
n 1=1 
m 
S m, 
r=l jr 
Since M is idempotent 
^35 
m 
S 
r=l 
and hence 
Therefore 
id = "33 • ix 
n A 
% 2 e?. = m . .  g .  +  2 (g^ -  l) m? 
s=l 
s/j 
i=l j 8 1 ^ 
15 
Mandel (1964) suggests the estimator 
A* , n A 
Sj = sk ij / "33 
ignoring the terms in m? , j 5^ s - We show in Section III that 
. T A* 
M  = I + 0(—) and hence g^ is similar to MOTQIE for large n. We 
A *  
note that g^ cannot he negative. 
In seme heteroscedastic linear models the diagonal elements of the 
covariance matrix G, g^ , i = 1, 2, n are known functions of the 
explanatory variables j = 1, 2, .p and an imkno-wn sxl vector 
parameter 6 . We write 
% = fCXii, ^ip' i=l, 2, ...,n; 
or 
= f\(8) . (2.1.12) 
Then (2.1.3) becomes 
C' . A 
e = Mf(0) (2.1.13) 
A  A  A  A  
where f(9) and ê are the nxl vectors of elements f\(@) and e? 
i = 1, 2, ..., n. In some cases it may he possible to write (2.I.I3) in 
16 
the form 
: . ^ 
e = MFG ; (2.1.14) 
or 
0 
e  =  M F G + W  ;  ( 2 . 1 . 1 5 )  
where F is an nxs matrix whose elements are functions of X and 
¥ = e - E [ e ] . Frcm (2.1.15) the simple least squares estimator is given 
hy 
0* = [ (MF)' (MF) ]~^ (MF)' 4 . ' (2.1.16) 
As shown by Griffiths (1971) the MINQUE of G is given by 
-1 A 
G = (F' M F)~ F' e . (2.1.1?) 
A form of the random coefficient model which was mentioned by Rubin 
(1950) and later discussed by Hildreth and Houck (I968) results in a 
heteroscedastic linear model. The diagonal elements of the covariance 
matrix have the form given by (2.1.12) and the equation (2.1-3) can be 
written in the form of (2.1.14) and (2.1.15). 
The model is given as follows. 
P 
^i " "^ik ^ik 1 = 1, 2, ..., n; 
17 
where 
E[Y,t] = i = 1,2,...,%; 
k = 1, 2, ..., P ; 
Yik = ^ik ' ° ' 
3 [6ik] = i = 1, 2, ..., n 
k = 1, 2, ...jP 
and for any i , m and j k 
We rewrite the model as 
''I 
where 
P 
i = 1,2, ...,%) 
i = '  ï[e,]=0 
fc=l 
E[=|] 
18 
E [e e ] = 0 i ^  Ô 
J  
j — 1; 2^ '  »  ' }  n. 
In matrix notation we write 
Y = Xp + e 
and 
E [ ee ' 3 = G , 
where G is a diagonal matrix with i^^ diagonal elements f\(a) = 
Z X?, a, • We let X represent the matrix whose elements are the 
k=l ^ ^ 
squares of the elements of X. Equations (2.1.l4) and (2.1.15) then have 
the form 
e = MXo! (2.1.19) 
and e = MXa + W (2.1-20) 
A  
Hildreth and Houck give the simple least squares estimator a ob­
tained from (2.1.17) 
A  . . .  - I  A  
a = [(MX)' (MX)]" (MX)' ê . (2.1.21) 
They also demonstrate that the estimator 
19 
P* = (X* G'^X)"^ X'G"^Y (2.1.22) 
A  A  
is consistent. The matrix G is obtained from G by replacing a by o:. 
Theil (1971, p. 623) suggests that a more efficient estimator mi^t be 
obtained using 
a = [ (MX)'n"^ (MX) ]"^ (MX)' ê (2.1.23) 
A  A  
where Q is an estimator of Q the covariance matrix of ê. If the 
, i = 1, 2, ..., n are normally distributed then Var [ e? ] = 
2[E[e?] ]^. Under the normality assumption Theil suggests that since to 
0(—) the covariance matrix 0 is diagonal these diagonal elements can be 
p  A  A  
estimated by 2 [ Z ol x?, ] ^ . Thus Q is a diagonal matrix whose 
k=l ^ A 
elements are easily obtained from the diagonal elements of G . 
An alternative estimator of a given by Hildreth and Houck is given 
by 
a = (X' MX)~^ X' e . (2.1.24) 
Froehlich (1971) and Griffiths (1971) have shown that a is the MINQ,UE 
for a. This estimator of a may also be used to construct a consistent 
estimator of 3 as in (2.1.21). 
The estimators of a given by (2.1.21), (2.1.23) and (2.1.24) may 
contain negative elements. Hildreth and Houck (I968) and Griffiths (1971) 
20 
have suggested alternative procedures which restrict a to contain non-
negative elements. Hildreth and Houck demonstrate that the estimator 
_  A  
QL = max ; 0 ] k = 1, 2, p ; 
A  
is biased but has smaller mean square error than , k= 2, p. 
Hildreth and Houck also give a quadratic programming approach which 
minimizes 
A  .  .  A  A  .  .  A  
Ce - MXa)' (e - MXa) 
subject to 
A  
a > 0 
A study of the performance of these estimators for a particular example 
is given by Griffiths (I97I). 
The following randcaa coefficient model was discussed by Fisk (1967) 
=^13 
^3 ^ 3 
i — 1^ 2^ * * * ? n 
j ~ 2^ ' ' '} ^  
X! Ixp ; 
3 C±1 
The p. . are independent and identically distributed random vectors with 
^«3 
mean p and covariance matrix 
21 
We rewrite the model as follows. 
where 
=13 - ^3 (9i3 - : 
" [<3 ^ ' ^=^"3 = i 
Let 
- _ 1 y - _ 1 y 
° i=i j ° i=l 
In matrix notation we have 
Y = Xg + ê 
where 
Ykxl ; Xkxp ; ekxl 
22 
The single least squares estimator of p is given by 
^ *1 
p = (X'X) X'Y . 
Unbiased estimators of the cr^ , j = 1, 2, ..., k are provided by 
n _ 
s! = Z (y..-yJ^/ (n-i) j = i, 2, ...,k 
J i_i -Lj J 
The distinct elements of V are estimated as follows. Let the 
vector g represent the distinct elements of V written in lexico­
graphical order. Thus 
" (^ir ^12' ' ^22' ^23' ' ^2p' •••' 
Let 
x:vx = Z'(J) 
J  J  
where 
Z' ( j ) - (Xji ^jl^j2' • • • ' ^jl^jp' ^j2*j2' ' ^jp^jp) 
Let 
23 
z = Z'(l) S = 
Urns 
We write 
where 
Z'(k) 
E[S] = Zg . 
s = Z g  + w 
W = s - E [S ] 
The single least squares estimator of g is given by 
g = (Z'Z)"^ Z'S . 
If we let 
E [WW' ] = Q 
then a more precise estimator of g is given by 
= (Z'O'^Z)"^ (Z'a"^S) 
24 
0 may be estimated from estimates of the sample moments of the , 
j  =  1 ,  2 ,  . k .  F o r  i n s t a n c e  i f  t h e  p .  .  a r e  n o r m a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  t h e  
^«3 
diagonal elements of 0 have the form 2[cr?]^ . In the case of normality 
. J 
A 
g and g are asymptotically normal. 
Another form of heteroscedasticity is that used by Prais and 
Houthakker (1955) in the study of consumer behavior. The model is given 
by: 
y^ - 2 ®i i - 2, ..., n ; 
k=l 
(2.1.25) 
P 
E[e ] = 0 ; E[efj = a[ Z p x ]^ ; i= 1,2, ..., n 
^ ^ k=l ^ ^ 
a an unknown constant 
E [ e^e^. 2=0 i / j ; 
In matrix notation we write 
Y = Xp + e ; 
Ynxl ; Xnxp ; pkxl ; enxl ; 
E[e] = 
E[ ee' ] = 
0 ; 
aG ; 
25 
where G is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements given by 
^i " ( T Pk ""ik) • k =1 
Theil (1971 ; p. 2^5) suggests that single least squares be used 
p A 
to obtain an estimator p of g and that g. = ( Z p x. be used 
1 k=l ^ i-K 
to estimate g. = ( E 3, x . A second stage estimator of p is 
1 k=l ^ 
given by 
1 ^ -1 
P = (X'G X) (X'G Y) 
where G is obtained from G by replacing g^ by g^ , i = l, 2, .. 
If desired a may be estimated from the second stage residuals using 
n 
A 
a 
n 
£ 
i=l 
P 
P A IA k=l 
(n - p) 
26 
B. The Maximum Likelihood Procedure 
For the class <£ of linear models given by (1.1.1) under the 
assumption of normality the logarithm of the likelihood function is 
given by-
log L = c - i log iGj - i(y-X3)'G"^(Y-X3) 
1 n n (y. -X'p)2 
= C - i Z log g - i Z ^ ; (2.2.1) 
^ i=l ^ i=l ®i 
where c is a real constant and , i = 1, 2, ..., n are the diagonal 
elements of G. 
Under certain regularity conditions that we shall discuss in Section 
III equations for the mRviTrmTn likelihood estimators are obtained by differ­
entiating (2.2.1) with respect to the elements of 3 and unknown parameters 
of g and setting the derivatives equal to zero. The existence of the 
maximum likelihood estimator and its properties are discussed in Section 
III. We assume in this section that the equations for the maximum likeli­
hood estimator •• exist and have a unique solution which corresponds to the 
maximum of the likelihood function. We consider some specific examples of 
heteroscedasticity where the mmyi mn-m likelihood procedure has been enroloyed. 
The following model was discussed by Rutemiller and Bowers (1968). 
^i " ^0 *ik^k ^  ®i i - 1. 2, ..., n ; 
1[=1 
27 
p 
ELe.] = 0 ; E[e?] = Yq + 2 ; 
k=l 
ECe.e.3 — 0 Î ^  j — 2 ^ ^ n i J 
Rutemiller and Bowers (I968) used the "method of scoring" as described by 
C. R. Rao (1965a, p. 302). This method is an iterative technique which 
begins with a first order Taylor Series expansion of the first derivatives 
of log L , ^ ^ ^ S' )  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  u n k n o w n  p a r a -
j j 
A A 
meters , evaluated at preliminary estimates , Yq^- > 
j  =  0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  . p .  Eq u a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  c h a n g e s  t o  b e  m a d e  t o  t h e  p r e l i m -
A A 
inary estimates (p^. - - Yq^.) , j = 0, 1, 2, p are 
obtained by using the fact that 
' 4 ^ 1 =  °  ( 4 ^ 1 =  °  
when evaluated at the values of p. and y. , j = 0, 1, 2, .p that 
J J 
maximize L . The quantities 
5 log L 5 log L 5 log L 
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are replaced by their expectations. 
I.e. 
/ 
9 log L 
ÔPi 
5 log L 
ô ^ i  I  A  
P 
2 
3=1 
d log L 
A  
Y = Y 0 
P 
+ Z 
j=l 
5 log L 
av^apj^ 
Replacing ( ^ ^ =0; 1, 2, ...,p by 
their expectations and ( ^ ) by zero on the left hand side we 
J 
obtain 
0 = 8 log L 
ôPi 
P = 
A  
Y = y 0 
p 
2 
j=l 
8 log L 
»9j3Pi - Poo' 
P 
2 
3=1 
5^ log L 
a Yj s Pi 
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In matrix notation we write the system 
0 = d + A 
A 
P - P 
A 
Y - Y 
and solving we obtain 
A 
p - p 
A 
Y - Y 
- a"^ d 
where d is the (2p + 2)xl vector of elements ( ^ ^ 
a P. 
5 log L j  =  O j  1 ,  2 ,  . p  a n d  A  i s  t h e  
P 
Y 
A 
13 
A 
Yr 
0 
2(p+l) X 2(p+l) matrix of elements 
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This process is then repeated by replacing and Yq by the new 
A A A A 
estimators + P - + Y - Yg . This process is 
continued until the change in the value of the estimates becomes suffi­
ciently small. 
A second exaaçle is provided by a form of the nonparametric unequal 
variance model discussed in Subsection A. 
^ij " ^ijk + *ij i - 1, 2, n 
j = 1, 2, m; 
E[e.j] = 0 ; E[e..e:^] = of 
i,r = 1, 2, .- -, n 
eEe. .e ] = 0 s ^ j , 8jj= 1, 2, ...,m:; 
TS 
The logarithm of the likelihood function is given by 
log L = c -
n 
Z 
i=l 
^^ij -
P 
Z 
k=l 
a-^ 
3 
+ n log o-j (2.2.2) 
Differentiating log L with respect to , k = 1, 2, .p and 
crj ^ j = 1, 2, m and setting the derivatives equal to zero we 
obtain 
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P 2 
z p, ) 
5 log L ^ 1 g k=l ^ _ 1 ^  
0 0-^ ^ i=l [oi] ^ ^ 0"? 
0 — 1^ 2^ •••; ^^5 
(2.2.3) 
P 
Ï 
I* — 2^ • • • ^ n • 
(2.2.4) 
These equations cannot be solved for > j = 1, 2, ..., m independently 
of p . 
Ehrenberg (1950) suggested the approximate solution 
(yy - ^  Xijk 9%)^ / " (2.2.5) 
0=1^2^ ..,^111 
A 
•where g is the sirrole least squares estimator of p . 
Hartley and Jayatillake (1971) replace cri in (2.2.2) by 
/  n  j = l ,  2 ,  . . . ,  m  
32 
Equation (2.2.2) becomes 
log L = n + n log! 2 
\i=l n 
Hartley and Jayatillake then ençloy the method of steepest descent to 
maximize log L with respect to p. In the case n = 1 a positive 
A A 
lower hound 6? is assumed for cr^ so that cri is given by 
J 0 0 
i (^3 - ^  ^ i : 
= ôî 
J 
otherwise j — If 2^ • • • ; ® ' 
For m a finite number and as n becomes infinite Hartley and 
Jayatillake show that the estimator of p is consistent and asymptotic­
ally efficient. For the case n=l and m approaching infinity th^ 
claim it may not be meaningful to assume that all cri , j = 1, 2, ..., m 
are different. Therefore one might assume only k different variances 
o\ , j = 1, 2, ..., k and proceed as in the case of fixed m and n 
approaching infinity. 
For the random coefficient model discussed by Fisk (I967) outlined 
in Subsection A the logarithm of the likelihood function is given by 
m n m 
log L = c -1 S logx'.vx. + z z (y,. - x;p)2/ XIVX . 
j=l ^ ^ i=l j=l ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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Fisk states that the asymptotic distribution of yiT 
normal with mean. 0 and covariance matrix 
P-3 
IS 
n < E 
V 
-I > 
32 log L 
36.30. 
1 J 
-1 
E 0 log L 0 log L 
r 
I 0^ log L 
) 30.30. 3. J 
-1 
rv n-» B 
where g , g are the maximum likelihood estimators of p and g, 0 = 
L®. 
and g is the vector of unknown elements of V. 
The likelihood equations for the random coefficient model of Hildreth 
and Houck (I968) discussed in Subsection A were given by Rubin (1950, p. 
419-421). Rubin suggested a Lagrangian approach to assure that the estimates 
of the variance remain nonnegative. An analytic expression for the maxi­
mum likelihood estimators of the unknown parameters does not exist. 
In the following section we develop a leasts squares procedure which 
yields estimators of p and 0 that are asynçitotically normal and effi­
cient. We then show that an iterative procedure that uses the least 
squares procedure can be used to obtain a sequence of estimators that 
converge to a local maximum of the likelihood function. 
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III. EXISTENCE AHD PROPERTIES OF ESTIMA.TORS 
FOR A SUBCLASS OF X 
In this section we obtain estimators and some of their properties 
for a subclass of the class £of linear models of Section I. We concen­
trate on models with independently distributed errors. Many of the ex-
anç>les given in Section II belong to this subclass. 
In Subsection A we list the principal assuQg)tions. Under the as­
sumption of normality we show in Subsection B that the asymptotic distri­
bution of the maximum likelihood estimator is normal. After demonstrat­
ing in Subsection C the existence of a consistent simple least squares 
estimator a joint least squares procedure is developed in Subsection D. 
This procedure uses a consistent preliminary estimator to obtain an improved 
estimator. The improved estimator is shown to have the same asyn^totic 
distribution as the maximum likelihood estimator. In Subsection E we 
show that an iterative procedure can be established using the joint least 
squares procedure to obtain a sequence of estimators that converges to a 
local maximum of the likelihood, function. 
A. The Principal Assucgtions 
The eight principal assumptions that we require to establish the re­
sults of this section are summarized below. 
Assumption 1. 
y^ - 2 ^k^tk ^  ^ t ' t-1, 2^...,n, (3.1.1) 
k=l 
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where the following are tnie. 
n 
is a sequence of observed fixed p x 1 vectors in 
t=l 
whose elements are uniformly bounded in R^. = ip?] isan un-
n 
k=l 
known pxl constant vector, [y, } is a sequence of observed random 
t=l 
n 
variables in R. {e,} is a sequence of unobserved independent random 
^ t=l 
variables in R with corresponding densities f(e^; X^, where 
is an unknown rxl constant vector, 0^ = or 
po 
e Sq c © c RJ p+r 
^ ^0 
is a bounded open sphere, © is closed and bounded and n, r and p are 
integers such that n > r+p . 
E[eJ] = g(X^; , 
E[e^] = 0 , 
*fc — 2y • • • ^ n • 
j = 3^ 5^ 7 J t = 2^ .,, ^ n 
E[e^] < M < <» , Ma positive real number, 
0=2,4,6,8; t = l, 2, n 
(3.1.2) 
(3.1.3) 
(3.1.4) 
Q° = a 
& 
, P is a qxl vector whose elements are a subset of the 
,0 
elements of g , q an interger such that 0<q<p, l<q+r< 
p + r, is contained in where c: ©c: R*^^^ . We shall assume 
without loss of generality that contains the first q elements of 
Pg. The function g(X^; @) is a real valued continuous fucntion of 0 
on © for all , t = 1, 2, ..., n . 
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It is assumed that 
0 < Lg < gCx^; a) < Mg < = (3.1.5) 
for all X,, t = 1,2, n; and for all 0 e 6 where L and M are t' - - g g 
positive real constants. 
In vector notation we write 
Y = Xp°+e; (3.1.6) 
E[e] = 0, E[ee'] = G , where , 
and G is an nxn diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 
0 ^ (s(x ;er)1 
t=i 
The nxl vector of diagonal elements of G will be denoted by g . The 
yty y 
matrices lim ( ) and lim ( ) are finite and positive definite. 
n—»=» ^ n—^ 
We sometimes denote the functions g(X_j_; Q), f(e^; X^, 0) or 
equivalently g(X^; a,§), f(e^; X^, Q!,p) by g^(8) , f^(e_^; 0) , 
g^(a^g), fj_(e_^; a^g). The derivatives of these functions with respect to 
* * 
an element 0. or 0. of 0 or 0 evaluated at a point 0 or 0 
-J J - -
given by 
, s St(S) ^ , s f^(%; S) ^ 
e = s* ' ' ' G . g' 
37 
will be denoted by 
a g (e*) a f (e ; G*) 
be. —5%: * 
J J 
n n 
The densities of {e, } , {^"+(6+; ©)} will also be denoted by 
t=l t=l 
n 
{f (y ; 0)} where it is understood that e, has been replaced by 
t t t=l ^ 
Assiinrotion 2. For all Q e S , S ^ Q , 
a bounded open sphere^ the first, second and third order partials of 
c 
{g(X^; ©)} with respect to the elements of G exist and are uniformly 
bounded. The first and second partials are continuous functions of the 
elements of 6 for all 9 e S, . 
Assumption 3. The quantity 
1 ^ % = lim T' Z 
n->co t=l 
g(x^; Q) - g(x^; ©°) 
exists and has a unique minimum on the of Assumption 1 at Q = ^  for 
A.l 1 Xj^ y t — 2^ m 9 • y n # 
Assumption h. The matrices lim ( —-— ) lim ( —-— ), lim ( — ) 
n_>co n-r<= n—>•=> 
F'F 
and lim ( ) are finite and positive definite for all © e where 
n^œ ^ Q 
is given in Assumption 2. H, F and iji evaluated at © are given below. The 
matrices , Fg, will denote H, F and ip with 0^ replaced by 0 . 
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0 X 
H = F = [H^HG] , !/) = 
G 
0 
0 
2G 
, (3.1.7) 
where G is the matrix whose elements are the squares of the elements 
of G given in (3.1.6) and 
=1 = 
s s^(e°} 
Ô a. 
Ô 
B gi(e°) 
Ô a 
Ô a 
(3.1.8) 
^2 
a g3_(â°) 
0 -53— 0  . . .  0  
(3.1.9) 
^) S g^(0 ) 
S 0  . . .  0  
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Assumption 5- The {e,} are normally distributed. 
^ t=l 
Assumption 6. There does not exist a' 
P' 
a 
in 6 such 
that a' , p') = a , p ) for all e^ , t = 1,2, ...,n 
Assumption 7» Preliminary estimators, 
ac 
A 
Pr 
Of 
•where 
0 ^ 
a - a. 
0 ( —i- ), and where 
«C 
A 
3, 0 
cP 
j) exist 
is in © 
Assumption 8. The preliminary estimators 
A 
P 0 
of Assumption 7 lie 
in the interior of a convex bounded subset T of © where T c: G , such 
a A A 
that Pq) < inf {1 (a, P ) ; 
[pe6 P 
a boundary point of T } , 
where 
n N (y^ -
4(3,9) = 2 log g(X ; a, p) + Z ; . ) , 
t=l ^ t=l t' 
^Note that -&(a,p) is related to the logarithm of the likelihood function 
n 
for {e } under the normality assunption. 
^ t=l 
ho 
et ' û-" 
and there does not exist [ „, ] and [ » » ] such that 
P P 
5A(Q:' , P') ^ S^CQ!" , P") 
ôcc. ôa. 
J J 
M(a' , p') _ , p") 
j — 2^ ., m ) r; 
k = 2^ » » •} P J 
and p') = £(a",p"). 
For notâtional convenience, we shall assume throughout the remainder 
of Section III that all p elements of are elements of p^^, and hence 
that 0*^ = and q. = p . The results that we obtain under this conven­
tion are valid for all q. subject to 0 < q < p and 1 < q < p + r . 
B. The Likelihood Function and Properties of 
the I-hximum Likelihood Estimator 
We begin by giving the logarithm of the likelihood function and the 
likelihood equations. By Assumptions 1 and 5 we have that the logarithm of the 
n B 
likelihood function for a given sample [y. 1 at {X, } is given by 
" t=l ^ t=l 
-, n n (y. -X'p)2 
logL(Y;X, e) = c - 2 3) - g g^(a,p) ' (3-2-1) 
where c is a real constant. We define the likelihood equations to be 
the equations obtained by setting equal to zero the derivatives of 
log L(Y; X, 0) with respect to the elements of ^ ' For this case the 
equations are given below. 
4l 
^ = -I J, ^ 
n S g (a, p) / 
k — jL^ 2y *' * y 
(3-2 .2)  
W = -I A ^ / 
1 n Sg_ (a ; p) . 
2 (yt-V^ -Sp^ / (St(a,p)) + 
/ (%('»'e)) = ° 
j — 2) . - • ^ P -
(3.2.3) 
In matrix notation these equations are given by 
% «9 ^ Zg = 0 (3-2.4) 
k2 
where 
0 X 
H. 
^01 ^02 
G, 
0 2G, 9 
Gq is the matrix whose elements are the squares of the elements of G^ ; 
agi(e) 
3 a. 
asi(e) 
H 
•01 
aga(e) 
ôôT" 
ag^fe) 
ôa_ 
H, 02 
a&i/G) agi(e) 
asa(9) 
ôp. 
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xp 
g(8) 
e = 
(y^ -
(?n -
g(9)  =  
g^(Q:^ P) 
(3.2.5) 
P) 
By Assumption 1 , g(X. ; a, p) is continuo-us in 
a 
P 
and 
0 < L < g(X ; a,p)<M < = for all 
a 
P 
e 6 and for all 
.n 
{X.} . Therefore logL(Y;X, 0) given "by (3*2.1) is continuous in 
^ t=l 
(% 
3 
Since ©is closed «-nri hounded logL(Y;X, 0) has a maximum in G. 
Wald (1949) demonstrated that under certain conditions the value of 
the parameter 0 that maximizes the likelihood function is a strongly 
consistent estimator of the true value of 0 • One of the conditions re­
quires that the random variables be independent and identically distribut-
ed. Since under Assumption 1 the densities of the {e, , 
^ t=l 
n n 
{f(e,;X. ,0)} or {f(y.;X , 0)] depend on the observed vector X, 
t t t=l ^ ^ t=l ^ 
they are not identically distributed. Silvey (1961) has shown that if 
certain conditions are met the mavnnnTm likelihood estimator for dependent 
random variables is weakly consistent for 0^. We use Silvey's result to 
show that under Assumptions 1, 5 &iid 6 the maximum likelihood estimator is 
weakly consistent. We first prove several lemmas. 
The following lemma was given by Wald (1$^^). 
Lemma 3.2.1. Under Assumptions 1, 5 and 6 for any 0 / the 
true value of 0 , 
E Q [logL(Y;X, 0)] < [ log L(y; X , 0°) ] 
for all 0 e 6 where L(Y; X, 9) is the likelihood of the sample given 
n n 
by Y , = fy^] . X = [X, .] . The expectations are taken 
nxl t ^ "^P^ t^l 
with respect to 0^ . 
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 in Wald (19^9). 
Under Assumption 5 
-n n -I/2 / 
L(Y;X, 0) = (V/SÎT) ? {[g^(e)] exp[-l/2(yt y/ 5^(6)1} 
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T n n (y. -X'n)^ 
logL(Y;X, 6) = c - - S log g, (0) - % ^ — iq\ 
^ t=l t=l ^ 
Since by Assumption 1, 0 < < g^(@) <M^<'= , ^Ge 6 , 
where 6 is closed and bounded, there exist real numbers and 
such that E ^Clog L(Y; X, 0)] < B^ ¥'9e©, and 
E J I log lCY; X, 9) I ] < B , ^ 0 e 6 . 
0 
If E Q[log L(Y; X, 0)] = -<= the conclusion is immediate. There­
fore we need only consider the case when E gClog L(Y; X, 0)] >-» and 
hence E q[ | logL(Y;X, 0) j ] < ® • Let 
u = logL(Y;X, 0) - logL(Y;X, 0°) , 
then E I u I < ™ . From Jensen's Inequality it can be shown that for 
a random variable u satisfying E | u | < and such that u is not 
equal to a constant with probability 1 
E[U] < log E[e^] . 
Ill this case 
, I L(Y;X,G) a , 0 
E[e ] = I • • • 1 Ô • ^ 8 ) dYi 
' ' L(Y;X,0°) t=l ^ ^ ^ 
L(Y;X,G)  0  
pr • L(Y;X,9 ) dy ... dj 
L(Y;X,0°) 
< 1 . 
By Assumption 6, logL(Y;X, 0) - logL(Y;X, 0*^) are nonzero on a set 
positive probability. Therefore since E[e^] < 1 then E[u] < 0 . 
D The proof is complete. 
The following lemma was given "by Wald (19^9)-
Lemma 3-2.2. Under Assumptions 1 and 5 
lim E [ log L(Y; X,  8 ,  p ) ]  = E [ log L(Y; X, 0) ] 
p ->0 
•where 
hi 
log L (Y; X, 9, p) = sup log L (Y; X, G') 
9'eS(0, p) 
and 3(0, p) is the closed sphere Ij 0 - 9' || < p , pa positive real 
number. 
Proof. The proof follows the proof of Lemma 2 in Wald (19^9)-
Let 
L* (Y; X , 0 , p ) = L(Y; X , 0 , p ) 
when L(Y; X, 0, p) >1 ; 
= 1 otherwise . 
L^(Y;X,0) = L(Y;X,0) 
when L(Y; X,0) >1 ; 
= 1 otherwise . 
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Now 
-n r. -1/2 , (y,-X:p)2 
L(Y;X,e) = (/ar) ^7r^{[g^(©)] exp[ - - ]}. 
By Assumption 1 since 0 < L < gx(6) < M < => and since g. (6) is a g u g ^ 
continuoiis function 0 in 6, I,(Y; X, 0) is a continuous function of 
0 on 6 . Therefore 
lim logL*(Y;X, 0, p) = log L*(Y, X, 0) . (3-2.6) 
p->0 
Now log L (Y;x,0,p) is an increasing function of p. In the proof 
of Lemma 3.2.1 it is shown that E [logL(Y;X, 0)] < =° for all 0 e <B' . 
Therefore by 3-2.6 and the Monotone Convergence Theorem 
lim E[ logL*(Y;X, 0, p) ] = 
p->0 
jLim 
o-)0 
CO CO 
I' ... j logL*(Y;X,0,p) L(Y;X,0) dy^ . •. dy^ ; 
y — CO t/ — CO 
limlogL (Y; x,0,p) L(Y; X,0) dy^ ... dy^ ; 
• CO p-*0 
k9 
= E[logL*(Y;X, 0) ] . (3.2.7) 
Similarily let 
L**(Y; X,Q,p) = L(Y;X,9,p) 
when L(Y; X, 6, p) < 1 5 
= 1 otherwise • 
L (Y; X. 9) = L(Y; X, 0) 
when L(Y; X, 0) < 1 ; 
= 1 otherwise . 
Then since -=» < log x < 0 for 0 < x < 1 
logL**(Y;X, 0, p) I < I log L**(Y; X, 0) | 
ana 
lim log L (Y; X, 0, p) = log L (Y ;X ,  0) 
p-)-0 
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as in (3.2.6). By the Lehesque Dcanininated Convergence Theorem 
lim E [ log L (Y;X, 8, p)] 
p-»0 
lim j ...I logL**(Y;X, 0, p) L(Y; X, 0)dy ... dy^ ; 
p-^0 j_^ clco ^ 
J CO 1# logL**(Y;X, 0, p) L(Y; X, 0) dy. ... dy ; = P-O in 
E[logL (Y;X, 0)] (3-2.8) 
for the two cases, E[log I**(y; X, 0)] finite and E[logL (Y;X,0)]= - « . 
The result follows from (3*2.7) and (3-2.8). This completes the proof. D 
The following lemma due to Silvey (I961) gives sufficient conditions 
for the weak consistency of the maximum likelihood estimator and is stated 
without proof. 
Lemma 3.2.3. The maximum likelihood estimator is consistent if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
1. G is ccmpact. ^ 
2. 
° 9° 9 3 /  v\ 9 ^ 
0 as n 
uniformly on G - w where cu is any open neighborhood of 8^ , 
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R = logL(Y;X, ©°) - logL(Y;X, e) , 
n, GT, G 
and. 0 is any value of 0 except . 
3. There exists a > 0 and < 1 such that { L(Y;X;, Q^) } 
satisfies the following regularity condition on © - ua . For 
each 0^ , i = 1, 2, ..., h contained in 6 - uu there exists 
a real number S ^ where 
n, 0^ 
such that for all 0! . H 0. - 01 [| < p 
1 ' ' 1 1 m 
n, ©i, G: ^ \ G. 
We now show that Silvey's three conditons are satisfied under Assump­
tions 1, 5 and 6 and hence that the maximum likelihood estimator is con­
sistent. 
Theorem 3-2.4. Under Assumptions 1, 5 &nd 6 Silvey's conditions as 
given in Lemma 3-2.3 are satisfied and hence the maximum likelihood es­
timator of 0^ is consistent. 
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Proof. The proof follows Swamy and Sao (1971) • By Assumption 1 , 
6 is closed and "bomided and hence compact. We show that 
E q(R q ) > 0 as n 
0 n, 9 
uniformly on <E - to where u) and R ^ are given in Lemma 3*2»3-
n, q"", 0 
We first show that there exist constants a^ and a^ such that 
lim I E [1OEL(Y;X, 0) ] - A^ . 
n->co 
lim ^ Var [log L(Y; X , 0) ] = a 
n->co 9^ 
By Assumptions 1 and 5 
i log L(Y; 1,9) = 
1 1 ^  1 n (y+-x'g)2 
and there exists a constant a^ such that 
lim ^ E Q[log L(Y; X, 0)] = 
n-»-® 0 
n 2 n g^(9°) 
lim i[ c - I Z logg. (9) - i 
n->.co  ^ 2 ^^2 t d  ^1 ^Tër- ] = \ 5 
?3 
since by Assumption 1 
0 < L < g^(e) < M < " y- Q e Q 
¥• t = 1, 2, .. n 
and by Assmnption 5 
E gC (y^ - X^p)2] = g^(0°) t = 1, 2, n 
Similarly, there exists a constant such that 
lim ^ Var [log L(Y; X, 9) ] = 
q 
1 1 ^ 1 ^ 2g2(0°) 
IM- yar^ oC-T tîl lï^  ' 
since by Assumption 
Var q[ (y^ - X^p)^] = 2g|(e°) t = 1, 2, n . 
Therefore it follows that 
I var [ log L(y; X, 0) ]i / S _ [log L(Y; X, 0) ] > 0 as n -> » 
l s, J / 9^ 
5^ 
and hence 
1 
2 
V\e°9^ 
-»0 as n >• 
uniformly on 6- - (u (3.2.9) 
We now show that Silvey's third condition is also satisfied. Since 
G is closed and bounded then G - ^  is closed and bounded. Therefore 
there exists a finite number of open spheres of radius having centers 
®1' ®h cover £ - u) . By Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 
E gC log L(Y; X, p^) } < E [log L(Y; X, 9°) } (3.2.10) 
i = 1, 2, ..., h . 
Let 
= logL(Y; X, 0^) - log L(Y; X, 9., p^) . 
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Then 
\ 9, = i-fT; X'Gi)-Î 0, 
where I I 8^^ - 9! 1 i < . 
By Chebyshev's Inequality 
^„otVs. > (1 -sifLoC a ] ] > 1 -
0 1 © 1 
Var.o [ S e^] 
^ € < 0 .  (3.2.11) 
Wow 
3. 8 = -3 0 - [log L(Y; X, 9 p ) - log L(Y: X, 0°) ] 
1 n, 0 , 0,  ^
and 
E .[S ] = -E [R ] - E ollogLd; X, 0 p ) - log L(Y; X, 0°) ] ; 
gU n, qU gu^ e. e 1 
- • V\9° 
by (3.2.10). 
By (3.2.9) and (3*2.11) we have 
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for some 
k = (1-e) < 1 
œ 
Thus Silvey's third condition is satisfied. Therefore the maximum likeli­
hood estimator is consistent. This completes the proof. D 
We have shown that a maximum of the likelihood function exists and 
provides a consistent estimator of the true parameter 0^ . We now 
consider the properties of a solution of the likelihood equations. 
Cramer (19^6, p. 5OO) demonstrates that under certain conditions 
the follovTing are true for a scalar parameter 0 . 
1. The likelihood equations have a solution 0 with probability 1 as 
Huzurbazar (1$48) shows that under the same conditions as Cramer the 
following are also true. 
1. The probability that the consistent solution to the likelihood 
equations is the maximum likelihood estimator converges to 1 
n —> CO which is a consistent estimator of 6^ . 
2. The asymptotic distribution of 
0^ and variance 
is normal with mean 
SflogL ] 
se® 
57 
as n approaches <= . 
2- There is only one solution of the likelihood equations that is a 
The above results are for a scalar parameter G and identically distrib­
uted densities. Below we extend the above results to multiparameter 
densities which are nonidentical functions of the same (p+r)xl param­
eter vector G. 
We require that the following regularity conditions be satisfied. 
Regularity Conditions 3»2.5- The following conditions are satisfied 
under Assimptions 1, 2, and 5. 
consistent estimator of G^ . 
ôlogf (y ; G°) 
1. [ âë: ] = 0 ; 
i^ C — 1) 2j ...^p+r j 
B^log L(Y; X, G°) p+r 
- H' H ; 
where E'lp is of full rank (p+r) and where H and ip are 
given by equations (3.1.7) - (3-1-9) • 
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Proof. We show that these conditions are met by computing the 
necessary derivatives and their expectations- By Assumptions 1 and 5 
we have 
log F^(Y^; qP, P°) = C - |LOGGJ.(O;°, P°) - |(Y^ G^(Û!° P 
By Assumption 2 the partials of £^(c£, p) exist with respect to the ele­
ments of a 
P 
e 6 ,  t  =  1 ,  2 ,  n .  T h e r e f o r e ,  
^ logf (y ôg (a° n°) , q q 
^ ^ - — ' g^(a ^  ) + 
0 - ij 2, • • • J p 
0 0 1 , 
^ / sf(a, P) 
and 
a log f (y ; a°, fH°) , 3 g (0;°, g°) , ,00. 
— = - i — / £fc(a , P ) 
' s<\ ' 
4 g|(a°, 3°) k = 1, 2, .. • r 
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Since by Assumptions 1 and 5 
E[yt - = 0 , E[(y^-X^p°)2] = g^(a°, 3°). t = l, 2, . 
then 
E [ 
Ô logf^(y^; o:°, pp) 
] = 0 Ô - 1, 2, 
Ô log f (y ; p°) 
^ ' ° k=l; 2, 
By Assumption 2 the second partials of g^(û:, 3) with respect to the 
elements of a 
3 
e G exist t = 1, 2, .. n . 
ô2iogf^(y^;Q!°,3°) r ô^g^(a°,3°) 
An AR = - Ô i ( —) e+ (a. 
aPj ap. ,3) -
^ë^iop,  3°) ôg^(a°,3°) n y 
(A;:— 
ÔO 
if 0 8%(o;°, P®) 
L ^ 
(y^-xy)=( ë^icc,  e>) 
s l ia,  g) 
-(yt-^tP°>==t3 ( '  J / e°) 
jf <& = 2^ ' ' ' ) P* 
ô^logf (y ;a°,p°) ag+(a:°;P°) ôg+(Q:°,3°) / q 0 
^ = -(4;—)(^%r-V =<(='') 
- =tA =tj /f Stfof, 13^) (3.2.12) 
— 2^ • • * J P • 
ôlog f (y. icpjçp) ôlog f (y ; a°, p° ) 
= -[( • 
dglogf^(y^;a°, g°) 1 r 0 0, 
aa% ao, - 2 30%(k^ Gt G '9 
6i 
ôg, (a°, 3^) ôg. (a°, 6°) 
( —y ) ( ^ 3a. 
S?(a°, ;°) 
^is+((i ,  c-)  9c.(a°, p°) 
( -4% ) ( ^ SCK, ) 2g+(aO, pO)] 
h ,  0  0\  ( a  , P  )  
k — 2^ • • * ^ 37 . 
(3-2.13) 
ô^logf (y ;o:°,3°) ôg^(o:°,p°) ôg+(a°,p°) / ^ o 0 
E[ 5%^ ] = - (-^ )( ) / 2g|(a°, Pi 
BCK, 
j6 — 2^ * " * ^  ^  * 
Slog C (y+ ; P°) ôlog f (y ; a°, 
=  - E [ (  W  ) (  1 ~  ) ] •  
Ô^IOG F^(Y^; A°, P°) ^ J ^ A^GY.(CK°, 3°) 0 _0, 
*0% = " ^ ôp^ ) &b(o ,9 ) -
M 
I 
M 
« 
cv 
g 
-5 
TX3 
ai 
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R, 
a» 
TD ta 
I 
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CV 
cT 
si 
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cr 
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00 
Il II 
r J-' 
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é 
Â M
fo 
TB 
•d !V 
II II 
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• 
'd 
ro|H 
Jt 
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"M 
q> 
cT 
r1 
XD 
(V 
•DO ta 
a» 
T 
% 
XD 
r1 
T» 
3o 
oj 
cv 
/ 
r1 
•DO 
c% 
R, 
r" 
c+ 
CV 
cv 
cT 
r" 
•03 
o» 
T 
R" 
OV TD b=» 
TD 
qj 
cP 
fc 
•DO 
c% 
r1 
•CD 
R. 
"CD 
•CD 
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Therefore 
• p r II 
gO L 39.;%,. 
p+r 
I, 
= 
vi  
B^log f, (y. ; 0°) "1 
p+r 
t t 
50^ 58 
' 
i,j=2 
by equations 3.2.12 - 3.2.14 
and where H and 0 are defined by equations (3.1.7) - (3*1'9). By 
Assumption 4 H' ^ is of full rank (p+r). This completes the 
proof. D 
We require the following mean value theorem given in Jenrich (I969) 
which we state without proof. 
Lemma 3.2.6. Given that; 
1. f is a real valued function on E x C2 where E is a measurable 
space and 0 is a convex compact subset of a Euclidean space. 
2. For each 0 inO, let f(e; 0) be a measurable function of e ; 
and for each e in E let f(e; 0) be a continously differentiable 
function of 0 . 
6h 
3. 6^ and 0^ are measurable functions from E into 6 • 
Then there exists a measurable function 0 from E into G such that 
f(e; 0^(e)) - f(e; 0g(e)) = ^ f(e; 0(e))(0^(e) - 0^(6)) 
where 0(e) lies on the segment joining 0^(e) and . 
The next two theorems establish consistency properties of a solution 
of the likelihood equations. We show that: (l) the likelihood equations 
rw 
have a root 0 with probability 1 as n —> => which is consistent for 
0^ ; (2) there is only one root of the likelihood equations that is con­
sistent for 0^ ; and (3) the probability that the consistent root 
corresponds to a maximum of the likelihood function converges to 1 as 
n —> <= . 
Theorem 3*2.7- Given that Assumptions 1, 2, 5 and 6 are satisfied 
the likelihood equations (3-2.2) and (3*2.3) have a root with probability 
1 as n —> œ which is consistent for the true parameter 0^ . 
Proof. This proof follows C.R. Rao (1965a, p. 300)- By Lemma 3*2.1 
for 0^0°, 0 e e , 
E Q[logf^(e^;0)] < E Q[logf^(e^;0°) ] . 
Consider the points 6 on the boundary S of S(0^, p) where S(0^, p) 
is the sphere ] 0 - 0^ j < p , p an arbitrary positive number and 
5(0^, p) c © . The existence of such a sphere is quaranteed by Assumption 1. 
'O 
Then 
E Q[logf^(e^; 0) ] < [ log f^(e^; 0 ) ] 
¥ 0 on S 
and 
E Q [logf^(e^; 0) -logf^(e^; 0 )] < 0 *0 on 8 
3ft . 
(3-2.12) 
Consider 
n 
i 2 [ log 0) - log 0°) ] , 
t=l 
0 on S 
* 
By Assimptions 1 and 5 since 0 < L < g^(0) < M < =° and 
0) = (217)"^/^ exp[ j] 
0 e 6 , 
¥• t = 1, 2, ...,n • 
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there exists a real number such that 
E[(logf^(e^;0) )2] < * G s G, t = 1, 2, •.n. 
Therefore "by Kolmogorov's sufficient condtion for the strong law of large 
numbers and (3.2.12) there exists a positive real number y such that 
i Z Clogf^(e^;G) - log f^(e^; ©^) ] > -y 
t=l 
for all 6 on S 
Therefore for n sufficiently large 
n n -
P[- (log TT f,(e ;0) - log IT f+(e ;G ) ) < 0] = 1 
t=l t t t=l ^ ^ 
-X * 
for all G on S . Thus for «n 9 on S and for n sufficiently 
large the value of the likelihood function will be greater at G^ than 
* 
at any G on S for almost all sample sequences. By Assumptions 1 and 
5 log L(Y; X; G) is a continuous function of 0, G e S(G^, p) and by 
Assumption 2 logL(Y;X, G) is differential)le in 0, G s S(g'^, p) . 
Therefore there is a relative maximum at some 0 in 3(0*^, p) and hence 
Ô logL(Y; X, 0) 
(  — — — —  0  f i  =  l j 2 j - . . j  p + r  •  
a 0. 9=0 
6T 
0 Since p is an arbitrary positive real mrnber 0 is consistent for 0 . 
This completes the proof. D 
Theorem 3.2.8. Given that Assumptions 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 are satisfied 
the likelihood equations have only one consistent root, 0, and the 
probability that the likelihood function is a maximum at 0 , converges 
to 1 as n —> CO . 
Proof. The proof follows Huzurbazar (19 8^). We first show that 
^a^logL(Y;X,0) 
90. Ô0. 
1 2 
0= 0 0 
p + r 
i, 5 = 1 
converges in probability to the negative definite matrix 
H' 
n 0 
n 
Z 
t=l 
ôlogf^(y^; 0) 
) (  
ôlog f. (y. ; 0) pfr tr^t' ) 3 } 
Now the elements of 
p+r 
ô2logf^(y_^; 0)1 
> are functions of 
1 J 
i,j = l 
(0) , the first and second partials of g^(0) and 
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(y^ - X^p) . By Assumption 5 the moments of ( y^ - ) 
are functions of ( 6 ) . Since by Assumptions 1 and 2 
(G) and its first and second partials are uniformly bounded ¥'0e© , 
the moments of 
ô^logf (y ; 9)1^^ 
] 06. Ô9. f t = l, 2, ...,n; 
L ' ' Ji,j=i 
are uniformly bounded ¥-0e0. Therefore by Chebyshev's Weak Law of Lcirge 
Numbers and Regularity Conditions 3.2.5 
3^ log L(Y; X, 0) ^ n 0= (y^ ; 9) 
^ 001 B9 ^ t=l 30. a8j 
converges in probability to 
1 
n 
n 
S 
t=l 
0^ logf^(y^; 0) 
Ô0i 30 
) ] 
1 
n 
n 
Z ( 
t=l 
3St(S°) 
3 Si 
2gf(e°) 
(3-2.13) 
We show that if 0 is any consistent estimator of , 0*e ©, 
the matrix 
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log L(Y; X, G) 
39- se. 1 J 
pfr 
'0=0* i,j=l 
converges in probability to 
II 0= log L(Y; X, 0) 997301 
p+r 
' I 
•0 = 0°^i,j=l 
By the mean value theorem (Lemma 3 .2 .6 )  and by the properties of the 
n 
partials of {£(.(9)} given by Assumption 2 
1 
n 
log L(y; X, 0) 
39. 39. 
1 J 
1 
n 
0 = 0 
32 log L(Y; X, 0) 
39^ 30j 
0 = 0  
1 P+r / 3^ log L(Y; X, 0) 
± Z 
n k=l 
(< - (3-2.1# 
e.e 
0 
where 0* lies between 0 and 0 
TO 
Now since 0* is consistent (6^ - 9*) —o and by Assumptions 1 
and 2 
1 P+r / 0^1ogL(Y;X, G) 
- Z 
° k=l 
is uniformly bounded in G . Therefore from (3'2.l4) 
/ ô2iogL(Y; X, 0) 
ÔOi aOj 
p+r 
0= G i, j = 1 
converges in probability to 
/ :;2 0^ logL(Y; X, 0 ) 
ÔGi ÔG 
p+r 
0=e° i,j = l 
-1 
= -H'J/J H 
ru 0 
Since the root 0 is a consistent estimator of 0 then 
0^ log L 
Ô0. Ô0. 1 J / 
p+r 
0 = 0 i, j = 1 
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converges in probability to the negative definite matrix -H' 
rv 
The root 0 corresponds to a relative maximim if the matrix 
. ^ P+r 
3^ log L(y; X, 0) 1 
Ô0. Ô0. 
^ J ' rv 
9 = 0 i,j = 1 
is negative definite. Therefore the probability that the likelihood 
rs^  
function is a relative maximum at 0 converges to 1 as n —> => . 
Let 0^ and be two distinct consistent roots of the likelihood 
equations. 
Then we know that 
3 log L(Y; X, 0) \ / 9 log L(Y; X, 0) 
= 0 
Ô0i I I ^ ®i 
0 = 0^ 0=0^ 
i = 1,2, . p+r 
By Assumptions 1, 2 and 5 0 < <g^(0) < < = and the first and 
second partials of (0) with respect to the elements of 0 are contin­
uous ¥• 0 e S , t = 1, 2, . •., n . Therefore the elements of 
r a^og L(Y; X, 0) 
p+r 
3 0. 30. 
72 
are continuous functions of 6 on 6 for all t = 1, 2, —, n. Since 
ru Q 
0^ and Gg converge in probability to 9 then 
log L(Y; X, 0) 
p+r 
and 
30. a©. 1 J 
0= 0^ i, j = 1 
ô^iogLd; X, 0) \ 
30. se. 
1 3 
converge in probability to 
p+r 
6 = 02 i,j =1 
ô2logL(Y;X, 0) 
ô0i 3@j 
p+r 
0 = 0 i, j = 1 
Let 0^ be any point on the line j oining 0^ and 0^ then 
ru ~ 
0 = 0^ + X(0^ - 0^; where 0 < \ < 1 . The directional derivative 
LS given oy 
3 log L(Y; X, 0) 
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We have 
Ô logL(Y; X, 0) p+r Ô log L(Y; X, 0) 30. 
= Z "-s, 
Ô X i=l Ô 0^ 
Therefore 3 log L(Y, X^ Q) _ Q AT 0, and 0% . BY RoUe's Theorem 
O A. JL 2 
since - log L(Y, X; 0) _ g at 0_ and 0_ there exists a point 0 
G A. 12 J 
on the line joining 0^ and 0 such that -—'^C^? X; 0) _ q _ 
-L 2 ^ A 2 
Now 
^ =.{.{( ° 
O A 1=1 J=1 X J 0=0^ 
which implies that the matrix 
ô2 log L(Y; X, 0) 
p+r 
B9. ae _ 
^ '6=63 i,j = l 
(3-2.15) 
is not negative definite. Since 0^ and converge in probability to 
0 rw rv 
0 and since 0^ lies on a line joining 9^ and 0^ then 0^ converges 
in probability to 0^. But if 0^ converges in probability to then 
jh 
matrix (3-2-15) must be negative definite, a contradiction. The 
conclusion follows. D 
The following three lemmas are used to obtain a central limit theorem 
for -i- A' e where e is a vector of independent random variables 
V n 
and A is a matrix of real constants. These results will be used on 
several occaisons throughout Section III. 
Lemma 3*2-9 is given as Theorem 1 in Sicker (19^3^ P* ^^0) and is 
stated below without proof. 
Lemma 3-2.9» Given that the follo^fing conditions are satisfied: 
1. Max 
k = 1, 2, 
n& 
n 
2 a; 
k=l 'nk 
-> 0 , as n > ra 
2. 
3-
Sup 
G, 
J 
x^ dGj^(x) 
X > c 
•> 0 , as c 
inf ' x^dGj^(x) > 0 
then 
_1 ^ 
B 2 a , e 
n ^1 nk k 
a > N (0, 1) 
75 
where 
1. is a double sequence of real constants 
n = 1, 2, ... ; k = 1, 2, ... ; 
2. {k^} is a sequence of positive intergers such that a^ ^ 0 and 
a , =0 for k > k . n = 1, 2, ... ; 
nk n '  ^
3. is a sequence of independent random variables with mean 0 , 
positive finite variances, cr^ , and corresponding distribution 
functions. {G,} , k = 1, 2, ...; 
. 
4. = Var [2 a g ] = Z a^ cr^ . 
" k.1 Bk k b.1 ak k 
Lemma 3-2.10 is given in Meyer (I966, p. 16) and is stated below 
without proof. 
LPTTima. 3.2.10. Given that is a sequence of random variables 
with finite second moments and corresponding distribution functions 
k = 1, 2, ... and that there exists a positive real valued increasing 
function h(t) such that: 
lim ® and Sup E [ h( ) ] < 
t-*-a> F. 
k 
then 
Sup I |x| dF, > 0 as c 
^k 
X > c -
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Meyer recanmends using h(t) = , p > 1, in applications of this theorem. 
Lemma 3.2-11 is given in C-R. Kao (1965a,p. IO3) and is stated below 
without proof. 
LpTTrmw 3.2.11. Given a sequence of pxl vector random variables 
{e^} , n = I, 2, ..., an arbitrary pxl vector and a pxl vector 
e such that 
X' e > \ ' e 
n 
then G ^ G where G and G are the distribution functions of 
n n 
and e respectively n = 1, 2, .... 
Lemmas 3.2.9, 3.2-10 and 3.2.11 will be used to prove Lemma 3-2.12 
"below. 
Lemma 3-2-12. Given that: 
1. {e, } is a sequence of independent random variables with means 0, 
^ t=l 
n n 
finite variances [crM and distribution functions {G, } 
^ t=l ^ t=l 
2. There exists real positive numbers L and M such that 0 < L < and 
E [e^ ] < M ; t = 1, 2, n. 
3. A is an nxp matrix of real constants uniformly bounded for all n 
such that 
lim [ ] exists and is positive definite . 
n-*-oo 
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h. lim ^ ] = Q where E [ ee ' ] = D , e' = (e^ ..e^) , 
n->œ 
and Q is a positive definite matrix of real constants, then 
— A' e N(0, Q) . 
Proof. Let X be an arbitrary pxl vector of real constants. We 
first show that 
/T 
—  X ' A ' e  ^  N ( C ^  X ' Q X )  
using Lemma 3.2-9-
1 ^ p n 
—— X' A ' e = — Z X, ( Z a, . e ) ; 
yiT ^ j=i ^ t=i ^ 
'  ^  t f i ^  '  
1 ° 
: tt :t ; 
wnere 
yiT t=l 
^  3=1 
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We want to show that 
Max 
"t = ly 2f « J n n 2 h? 
t=l 
0 as n 
Let 
and let 
X. = Max { U -1 } , 
" j=l, 2, ...,p ^ 
then 
to Max [ I a 1 } , j=lj 2, • • • ^ P 
\ ^0 ^ 0 
v/n 
Let 
then 
00 
Max 
t=l, 2, 
• • J n 
Max 
t=l, 2j • • •} n n Z bf 
t=l 
f\2a2 i 
< Max 
t=l, 2, ..n 
0 00 n 
n 
Z 
t=l "I 
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since B is positive definite 3 p > 0 such that 
n 
P 
To show that 
Sup 
^t 
t=l, 2, * V) 
dG^(x) 
X > c 
4» 0 as c 
we use Lemma 3-2.10 above. We require a positive real valued increasing 
function h(t) such that 
lim = = and Sup E[ h( j ] ) ] < 
We let h(t) = t^ then since by assumption E[e^] < M , t = 1, 2, —, n ; 
we have the required result. 
We also require that 
inf I x^dG (x) > 0 t = 1, 2, . • •, n ; 
«t ' 
80 
which follows from the fact that E [ ] =0 and 
0 <L<a^ ; t = 1, 2, n 
Thus 
— X' A' e ^ > N(0, X'QX) 
v/ir 
By Lemma 3-2.11 since \ id arbitrary 
— A' e -—> N(0, Q) 
/IT 
. D This completes the proof 
Lemma 3-2-13- Given that Assumptions 1, 2, h and 5 a^e satisfied 
the asymptotic distribution of the vector 
p + r 
n ôlogf^(y^; 0°) 
c = 
\fn~ t=l 3 6. 
^ -0=1 
is normal with mean 0 and covariance matrix 
81 
, , , n ôlogf (y ;0°) ôlogf (y,;0°) 
and where H and jp are given by (3.I.7) - (3-1-9)-
Proof. This proof follows Wilks (19^2, p. 358). Consider the 
element 
2 n ôlogf^(y^; G°) 
c. = Z of the vector C . 
^ /T t=l 3 
By the Regularity Conditons 3.2.5 
n S log f, (y ; 9°) 
E Z L-J ] = 
0 /iT t=l Ô Gj 
0 Ô = 1, 2, p+r 
n Ô log f (y ; 0°) Ô log f (y ; 0°) 
• 5—E )( L_E )] 
p + r 
i,j=l 
H' 
Let X te an arbitrary (p + r) x 1 vector of real constants and 
consider 'C 
82 
where 
p+r n ôlogf (y :0°) 
E z ( Î—5 ) ) ; 
i=i /ïT t=i a 0. 
n p+r ôlogf (y :0°) 
= — Z [ z X, ( Ï—^ ) ] ; 
y n •fc=l i=l Ô 9. 
, n P+r 
= —— Z G = 2 . c . ; 
t=l ^ i=l 1 ^ 
p+r Slogf (y ;9°) 
e, = Z X. { — ) t = 2,..., n. 
^ i=l Ô 6. 
n 
The {e ] are independent random variables with mean 0 and variances 
t=l 
0 A —% II 
P+r p+r ologf (0 ) ôlogf (0 ) 
r. Z X X. E [ ( 5 ) ( ± )] 
i=l j=l 3 0. Ô0. 
^ : -^t=i 
By Asstmptions 1^ 2 and 5 these variances are uniformly hounded t = 1, 2, 
n 
.. n and the fourth moments of the {e, } are uniformly bounded. 
-1 t=l 
Tjl H ^ 
By Assumption 4 lim ( ' ) exists and is positive definite. 
n-^= 
83 
Thus 
inf E[ ej ] > 0 
®t 
Therefore "by Lemma 3-2.12 
^  2  e ,  — N ( 0 ,  l i m  J  (  X'  H ' x )  )  
\/ n t=l ^ n-»œ ^ 
1 ^ 
where X'C = 2 e, and 
v/ n t=l ^ 
T T n p+r p+r Slog f (y ; 9°) ôlog f (y ; 0°) 
I = I Z 2 2 XA. E[( — )( — )] 
^ t=l i=l j=l J Ô 0. Ô G 
Therefore by Lemma 3.2.11 
C —^ N(0, lim - H' H) 
n-»m ^ 
This completes the proof. 
We now determine the asymptotic distribution of ypn" (0 - 0^) . 
Theorem 3'2.l4. Given that Assumptions 1, 2, 4^ 5 and 6 are satis­
fied then the asymptotic distribution of \f^ (0 - 0*^) is normal with mean 
a 
0 and covariance matrix 
lim 
n->œ 
l-V 
where 0 is the consistent root of the likelihood equations given in 
Theorem 3.2.7, and H and ij) are given in (3.1.7) - (3.1.9) • 
This proof follows WiUcs (I962, p. 3^1)-
Proof. By Assimptions 1 and 2 we have that 
n Ô log f (y ; 9) 
-i. z i—i, i = 1, 2, ..., p+r 
y n t=l Ô 6^ 
is continuous and has continuous partial derivatives, Q e Q, t=l, 
2, —, n . By Assumptions 1 and 2 G is a measurable function of 
n 
{ y } into 6 . 
^ t=l 
Then hy Lemma 3.2 .6  
^ n S log f^ (y^ ; e°) ^ n S logf^(y^; 8) 
y/n~ t=l Ô /iT t=l Ô 9^ 
n p+r 0^ logf. (y. 5 0) 
Z Z 1—2 (0  
]/ n t=l j =1 Ô9. 58. 1 J 
Oj i=l, 2, . .  ïh-r 
8'; 
Now since 0 is a solution to the likelihood equations 
t=l 
a ©) 
BSi 
i = l, 2, p+r 
Thus we have 
J. : 
/IT tzzl 
a:k)gft(yt;9 ) 
ô0i 
1 
n 
n 
Z 
t=l j=l 
p+r 
(3.2.16) 
As in Theorem 3.2.13 let C be the (p+r) xl vector of elements 
n 
2 
t=l 
Ô logf^(y^; 0°) 
Ô0i 
i=l, 2, (p+r) 
then by Theorem 3.2.13 
C - ^ > N(0, lim ^(H'!/)"^h)) 
n->® 
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S i n c e  ©  — t h e n  ©  — 9 ^  .  A s  i n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  
3.2.8 by the continuity of 
d^logf^(y^; 9) 
© e S 
^®i i, j=l, 2, ...,p+r 
by AssuBçtions 1 and 2 
n p+r ô^logf, (y. ; ©) p+r ô^log f, (y ; 0°) 
i  2  Z  (  i — ^ E  . [  Z  —  ]  ,  
^ t=l j=l 0 0^ Ô 8j © j=l Ô ©^ Ô ©j 
Î — 2^ » m • y • 
(3.2.17) 
Therefore by the Regularity Conditions 3.2.5 
1 » log 9) I 
° t=i j=i a©, a©. I ^ 
^ ^ -Ji,j = l 
(3.2.18) 
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Since 
C " > N(0, lim ^OLJ! ) 
n-+ra ^ 
then from (3-2.16) and (3-2-18) 
° ) H ( 0, lim ( Sli-S ) 
n->-oo 
This completes the proof. D 
Thus by Theorems 3-2-7, 3-2-8 and 3-2-14 we have shown that under 
Assumptions 1, 2, 4, ^ and 6: 
1. The likelihood equations have a root S with probability 1 as 
n —^ œ which is consistent for the true parameter . 
2- There is only one root of the likelihood equations that is a consist­
ent estimator of 0*^ and the probability that the likelihood 
function is a maximum at this root converges to 1 as n —» . 
3- The asymptotic distribution of /IT (0 - Q^) is noiroal with mean 0 
H' 
and covariance lim ( — ) where H and ip are given by 
n-><= ^ 
(3-1-7) - (3-1-9)-
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It was shown that -under Assumptions 1, 5 and 6 the maximum likelihood 
estimator exists and is a consistent estimator of 0^ . If the maximum 
of the likelihood function occurs in the interior of ©, then the maxi­
mum will correspond to a root of the likelihood equations. .IMder Assump­
tions 1, 2, h, 5 and 6 we have shown that there is only one consistent 
root of the likelihood equations and hence we may conclude that this con­
sistent root is the maximum likelihood estimator. If the maximum of the 
likelihood function is not an interior point of © then a root of the 
likelihood equations may not correspond to the maximum likelihood estimator. 
We have shown however that under Assumptions 1, 2, h, 5 and 6 the prob­
ability is 1 that as n —> » there exists a root of the likelihood 
equations which is consistent for 9*^ and that the probability that the 
likelihood function is a maximum at this root converges to 1 as n —> » . 
The solution of the likelihood equations (3-2.4) is a nontrivial prob­
lem. There is no analytic expression for the solutions of the equations 
and hence iterative procedures must be used. In Subsection E we develop 
an iterative procedure to find a local maximum of the likelihood function. 
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C. Existence and Properties of Simple 
Least Squares Estimators 
It is well known that the simple least squares estimator of 3 
^ 1 
3 = (X'X)"-^X'Y (3.3.1) 
A 
exists and is unbiased under Assumption 1. Some properties of p are 
given in Theorem 3.3.^ below. To prove Theorem 3.3.6 we shall re­
quire the following lemmas and notation. Lemma 3*3.1 is concerned with 
almost sure convergence. 
Lemma 3.3-1. Given that: 
n 
1. {e. } is a sequence of independent randan variables with means 0 
t=l 
CO 
and finite variances [cr?] ;  
t=l 
n 
2. Z 0-2 /1^ < » for all n ; 
t=l 
n 
3. {a, } a sequence of unifoimly bounded real numbers; then 
t=l 
- Z a, e, > 0 . 
% t=l t t 
Proof. Let = a_^e^ and apply Kolmogorov's sufficient condition 
for the strong law of large numbers. (—I 
Since the orders of convergence notation of Mann and Wald (19^3) is 
used throughout we give the following definitions and properties which 
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are given in Fuller (1969). 
Definition 3.3.2. Given that [a^] is a sequence of real numbers 
and {g^} a sequence of positive integers and that there exists a real 
number M, 0 < M < <= , such that 1 — I < M for all n, then the 
Sn -
sequence [a } is convergent to order [g^} . This will be denoted by 
an -  o(s^). 
Definition 3-3-3- Given that {x^} is a sequence of random vari­
ables, {Sq} a. sequence of positive real numbers, and that for all 
e > 0 there exists a real number M and an integer N such that 
e e 
P[ j x^ 1 > g^^ e for all n > , then the sequence {x^} is of 
probability order g^ . This -will be denoted by x^ = O^(g^). 
The following properties of orders of convergence are useful. 
Properties 3.3.4. Given that: 
1. [g^] , {f^} , {r^} are sequences of positive real numbers; 
2. {a^} , {b^} are sequences of real numbers; 
3. [x^] , {y^} are sequences of random variables; 
4. {H^(Z)} is a sequence of measurable functions of the random vari­
ables fx } and the real numbers [a } ; 
^ n n-" 
then the following are true : 
1. If a = 0(g ) and b = 0(f ) then 
n °n' n n' 
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2. If = 0 (g ) and y = 0 (f ) then 
n p 1% li P n 
% = VA' + ' Op('°^ K'y ; 
3. If a = 0(g ) implies that H (a ) = 0(r ) then 
XI n n n n 
X = 0 (g ) implies that H (x ) = 0 (r ) ; 
n p n n^ n' p n 
1 To show that p - g = ) we shall require the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3-3-^- Given that : 
1. [e^l is a sequence of random variables with E[G^] = , 
V(e^) = o-| , Cov(e^e^) = , t ^  s, t, s = 1, 2, n; 
2. |i^ = 0(n"^) ; cr2 = 0(n"®) ; = 0(n"'^) , t > s + 1 , 
t J s J = If 2f f n ) 
n 
3.  {a, } a sequence of uniformly bounded real contants; then 
t=l 
— 2 a. e. = 0 (n where k = min{ r, } • 
B t=l t t P ^ 
Proof. The proof follows Fuller (19^9) 
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X ^ 1 E[X ] = - 2 a |i = - • n 0(n" ) = 0(n' 
^ ^ t=l 
i t=i i tfi 3Ï1V' "* • 
t^s 
= • n • 0(n ^ ) + -— (ii)(n-l) 0(n ) 
0(n-" "^) 
By Chebyshev's Inequality 
1 a , vCx.) 
Let 6 = e[V(X^)]^''^^ , where e > 0 is arbitrary, then 
t %n - n I S etV(Xj ^ 
1/2 " ) 
Since [V(X^)] ' = 0(n ) then 
1 ° -(^ ) 
X - — Z SL p. =  0 (n ) 
^ % t=l t "t - P 
-(#) _ -r, 
.•• = 0 ( n ) + 0( n"' ) 
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= Op(^ where k = min {r, } 
r. 0 This completes the proof
A 
We now obtain some properties of p . 
Theorem 3-3-^' Given that Assumption 1 is satisfied, then the follow­
ing are true: 
1 .  p  -  * ' S .  )  Q  .  
2. (p - 3°) = 0 
3. VIT (p - ----SL--» N [ 0, lim a (ZiX)-!)] . 
n-^o 
Proof. Frcm (3.3-1) and. Assumption 1 it follows that 
^ n 1 
^ "i = Cy'Y"\ Y'P . (p - p ) (X X) X e ;
/ X'X v-1 X'e 
= ( ~' — -
By Assumption 1, ( )~^ = 0 (1) • Consider X'e 
9^ 
By Lemmas 3.3 .1, 3.3.5 and 3.2.12 and Assumption 1 it follows that: 
X'e a.s.. 1. — 0 ; 
n 
3. ( ^  )-^ ^ B[0, lim (^) (^)"^ ] 
/n n-^co 
This completes the proof . D 
Estimation of the unknown covariance matrix G involves estimation 
of the unknown parameters a 
0 . , 0 
= 0 in the functions { ^ p )} 
•fcsl 
To obtain a simple least squares estimator of 0 we use the residuals 
Y - Xp fraa the simple least squares estimator Xjp We have 
A A 
e^ = p ; t = 1, 2, n. 
= y^ - X^(X'X)"^ X'Y ; 
= - X (X'X)"^ X'e ; 
= e ; 
where M' = 1 - X, [X'X]"^ X' is a row of the matrix M = I-XCX'Xf^X'. O o 
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In vector notation we have 
A 
e = Me 
n 
From the properties of the { e, ] given in Assimption 1 we have 
t=l 
A A 
E[ee'] = ME[ee']M ; 
= M G M ; 
since E[ e e * ] = G where G is the n x n diagonal matrix with diagonal 
n 
elements {g,(0 )} 
^ t=l 
A A 
Now consider only the diagonal elements of E[ e e'] . 
A 
E[& ] = M g ; (3.3.2) 
A A A 
where è is the vector of diagonal elements of ee', M is the matrix 
whose elements are the squares of the elements of M and g is the 
vector of diagonal elements of G . 
For each t, t = 1, 2, n we have ^ 
E[e|] = g ; 
C ^ ^ • th ' 
where è ' - ( e^, ..., e^ ) and is the t row of M • 
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We define 
and write 
A 
A 
= e^ - E[e^] t = 1, 2, ..., n ; 
= g + t = 1, 2, ..,, n , (3.3.3) 
We note that these equations are equivalent to the equations (2.1.9) 
given in Section II. 
Below we shall show that M = I + 0 ( ^ ) . Since we are interested in 
obtaining large sample properties of the estimators we use 
St (9°) + 0(5' ' 
in place of g in the equation (3.3.2) to obtain 
= g^( ) + 0 ( ^ ) + . (3.3.4) 
In matrix notation we write 
'e = g(0°)+W + O(i) 
• 0 
where ê, g(0 ) and W are the corresponding nxl vectors. We will also 
require that the covariance matrix of the {w. } be known and that the 
^ t=l 
n 
fourth moments of the {w, } be uniformly bounded. The following three 
^ t=l 
lemmas establish the above requirements. 
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Lmmnm. 3.3.7. Given that Assumption 1 is satisfied then the follow­
ing are true: 
1. M = I + A where the diagonal elements of A are 0 ( ^ ) 
and the off diagonal elements are 0 ( — ) ; 
n2 
2 .  E [ e ^ 2 ]  =  E [ e ^ 2  3  +  O ( ^ )  ;  
E[ê^e"^3 = 0(i). 
Proof. 
M = I - XCX'X)"^X' ; 
= l+0(i) , since (X'X)"^ =  O(^) 
and X = 0 (1) . 
Therefore the diagonal elements of M are 1 + 0 ( ^ ) and the off diag­
onal elements are 0 ( — ) . 
n2 
A A 
E[ee'] = M E[ ee '] M ; 
= ECee'] + 0(-), since M=I+0(-) 
n ' ' n 
and E[ee*] is diagonal. 
This completes the proof . 0 
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In the following we obtain the higher moments of a bivariate normal 
in terms of the second moments. 
X 0 
LpTmria. 3.3.8. Given that ( ^ ) is bivariate normal -with mean ( ^ ) 
and covariance matrix ( ) then the following are true: 
°Y 
1. E[(X2 - E(X2))2] = 2[cr|]2 . 
2. E[(X2 - E(x2))(y2 - E(y2))] = 2[o-^]2 5 
3. E[{(x2 - E(X2))2 _ E[(%2 - E(x2))2]]2] = $6[ cg ; 
H. E[{(X2 - E(X2))2 _ E[(X2-E(X2))2]}{(Y2-E(y2)f-E[(Y2-E(Y2))2]}] 
Proof. These results can be obtained by matching the coefficients 
in series expansions of the moment generating function and cumulant gener­
ating function for the bivariate normal. D 
In the following lemma we use the above two lemmas to establish that 
r the higher moments of the distribution of iw, } can be expressed in 
"C t=l 
terms of the second moments. We may then use the upper bounds on the 
second moments to provide upper bounds on the higher moments. 
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Lemaa 3.3.9. Given that Assumptions 1 and 5 are satisfied then the 
following are true: 
1. E[^] = 2 g|(©V 0(g) , t = 1, 2, n ; 
2. E[w w ] = 0 ( —) , t,s = 1, 2, ..., n ; 
t s ^2 
3. E[(w| - e[^])2] = 56gJ(©) + 0(i) , t = 1,2,..., n; 
4. E[(-W|  -  E[w|])(w| - E[-w|])] = 0(-^),  t,s = 1, 2, ..., n . 
Proof. This result follows from Lemmas 3»3-7 and 3-3-8. By 
A n n 
assumption 5, the { e. } are normally distributed. U 
^ t=l 
We are now ready to show the existence and properties of a simple 
0~l 
in g(X^; a )• We now show that: least squares estimator of a 
A 0 
1. A simple least squares estimator 9q of 0 in 
g^(e°) exists; 
A 0 
2. (9q- 0 ) converges almost surely ; 
3. /n" (0Q- 0*^) is asymptotically normal; 
4- (0Q- 0^) = 0 ( -^ ). 
/n 
To prove these results we follow the proofs of Jennrich (1969). 
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We obtain a least squares estimator 9^ of 0^ in 
^ '  0 g(e ) 4- t = 1, 2, n ; 
"by minimizing 
0^(0) = i Z ( - g^(0) )2 (3.3-3) 
t=l 
with respect to 0 e 6 . 
The following lemma regarding the existence of a least squares 
estimator is given as Lemma 2 in Jennrich (I969) and is stated without 
proof. 
Lemma 3»3-10- Given that : 
1. Q is a real valued function on © x Y where © is a 
compact subset of a Euclidean space and Y is a measurable 
space. 
2. For each 0 in 6, Q(0, y) is a measurable function of 
y and for each y in Y Q(0,y) is a continuous function of 0 . 
A 
Then there exists a measurable function 0 from Y into © such that 
for all y in Y 
A 
Q(9(y), y) = inf Q(0, y) . 
0 e 0 
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By Lemma 3.3.10 and Asstmption 1 there exists a measurable 
'0 
A 
function 0^ of y such that Q^(G) is minimized with respect to 0 
in &. 
Before we can show that the least squares estimator is a strongly 
consistent estimator of 0*^ we require the following lemma. 
]>Tnma 3-3-11- Given that the following are satisfied: 
n 
1. The {e. } are a sequence of random variables with mean 0, 
^ t=l 
unifonnly bounded second moments and E [ = 0( ^  ) ,t^s 
t^ s = 1^ 2^ * * * J 
n 
2- (gj.(0)] is a sequence of continuous functions of 0, 9 e ©, 
6 a compact set ; 
1 ^ 3. — Z g^ (0) converges uniformly to a finite limit 9-0 e G ; 
^ t=l ^ 
1 ^ 00 
then — Z g (0) e. —0 uniformly for all 0e S . 
^ t=l ^ ^ 
Proof. We first show that 
i Z e ) 0 
° t=l * 
This part of the proof follows Theorem $.1.2 in Chung (1968). 
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n 
Let S = 2 then 
^ t=l ^ 
E[S^] = 2 E[e^] + 2 Z 2 E[e e ] 
^ t=l ^ t=l s=l ^ ^  
tCs 
Since E[e^e^] = 0 (^) 3 a K such that 
|E[e^Gg ] I n < K t ^  s . 
Also, since E[ef] is uniformly bounded S and M such that E[e^] < M ¥ t 
't 
Therefore, 
E [ ] < nM + (n-l)K < n(M + K) . 
E[SJ] < nM^ , 
where = M + K . 
By Chebyshev's Inequality, 
S nM 
I f  I  >  6 ]  <  k ^ \ 
n^5^ nô^ 
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CO 
Consider the subsequence of the sequence of intergers {n}^ given by 
CO 
{n^} . Summing over this subsequence 
CO S 3 0= 
Z P[ I ~ I > 6 ] < Z —^ < o 
n=l n^ n=l n^ô^ 
Hence by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma 
S^2 
P[ 1 —— I > 6 i.o. ] = 0 . 
S „ g 
To show that —— ) 0 we must show that S, does not 
n -K 
differ greatly from the nearest • 
For n > 1 let 
= Max \ - S^2 
n^ < k < (n+l)^ 
n 
Using the fact that if {Z.} are positive 
^ i=l 
n 
(max Z. < 2 Z? 
^ i=l ^ 
Il* 
we have 
(n+1) , 
< 2 I S, - 8 
k=n' n :: , ' ''k - "riS 
(n+l)^ 2 (^+1)^ k 2 
E[D^] < Z E 1 S. - S I = Z E[ ( E e ) ] . 
^ k=ii^ k=n^ t=n^+l 
Now 
k k k k 
E[( 2 G.) ] = Z E[e^] + 2 Z Z E[e e ] ; 
t=n^+l t=n^+l t=n^+l s=n^+l 
t<s 
< [k-(n^ + l)]M+ 2[k-(n^ + l)] [k-1 - (n^ + l) ] -^ ; 
< 2nM + 2 [2n] [2n ]  ^  = 2nM+ 8 n K .  
E[Dg] < (211 + 1) (2nM + 8 nK) ; 
<n^Q Q = 6M+24K. 
Therefore by Chebyshev's Inequality 
Q 
P[D^>n26 ] < 2 
0 n 
and hence by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma 
> 0 
D 
n a.s. 
n2 
S 2 D 
Now > 0 and ' > 0 imply that 
n^ n2 
— 0 since 
n 
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l^kl ^ I V I + °n 
K 
where 
< k < (n+l)' 
n2 
Now to show that 
; i %(e) «t > 0 
^ t=l ^ ^ 
we follow the proof of Theorem 4- in Jennrich (1969)-
We have asstmed that 
T ^ 
converges uniformly to a finite limit ¥• 0 e 6, © a compact set. 
Therefore, 
, n 1/2 
[ 5 %(V-
*C=1 
converges uniformly to a finite limit ¥• 0^, 9^ e G . 
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Since &j.(Q) is a continuous function of 0, 0 e ©, then for every 
6 > 0, and every 0^ in 6, 3 a neighborhood N of 0^ such that 
I [ ; 2 [ ] < 6 ¥ in N 
t=l 
and all n sufficiently large. 
Now 
1 1 
I s/, [5/ t=i t=i t=i 
+ I n S 1 • 
t=l 
Now let 
Since 
0 < 1 < g^CS^) < M 
then E[Y^] is uniformly bounded and E[Y^Yg] = 0( ^  t ^  s , since 
the second moments of are uniformly bounded and E(e^e^) = 0 ( ^ ) , 
t ^  s , t, s = 1, 2, ..., n . Then by the first part of this proof 
0 è S t=l 
Therefore for almost every and for n sufficiently large © is covered 
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by neighborhoods N such that 
^ 2 g (0) e. 1 < Ô V 9 in N 
^ t=l ^ ^ 
Since 6 is compact there is a finite collection of such neighborhoods 
which cover G. Therefore for almost every and n sufficiently 
large 
1 ^ 
— Z g (0) e. < 6 for all 0 in © . 
^ t=l ^ ^ 
Since 6 arbitrary^ 
This completes the proof. 0 
Using the above lemma, we now prove strong consistency of the least 
squares estimator of 0^ . 
Theorem 3.3.12 Given that Assumptions 1, 3 and 5 are satisfied and 
A 
that 0 is the Tnini-mim of 
I 2 ( - «tM 
with respect to 0 e © then 0 —> 0^ . 
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Proof. The proof follows Jennrich (1969), Theorem 6. As in (3-3*3) 
we have 
Q^(e) . ; z [ «t - St'®' 
X=1 t=l 
0=1 
where 
A A 
= e^ - E( , t = 1, 2, ..., n . 
By Lemma 3.3.9, 
E[w|] = 2g= + O(^) , 
E[w.w ] = 0(~) , t ^  8 , t,s = 1, 2, ..., n; 
t; s ^2 
and "by Lemma 3-3* 7 
M = I + 0(i) . 
Therefore "by Lemma, 3*3*H 
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t=l 
Now consider 
n 
i 2 (w2 _ E[w2]) . 
t=l ^ ^ 
By Lemma 3*3*9 
E[(«| - E[»|])= ] = ^6 si (9°) 0(i) 
and 
E[(w| - E[w|])(,w2 _ E[w2]) ] = G (-^) ; 
hence "by Lemma 3.3.II 
i I (wJ-E(wf)) > 0. 
^ t=l ^ ^ 
Now by Lemma 3.3.9 
E(w^] = 2g|(9°)+ 0(g) 
and since by Assumption 1 the {£j^® are uniformly bounded there 
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exists a real mmber p < <= such that 
? ^ 
— Z gf (G) ^ p as n > 
° t=l ^ 
i 2 w2 > p 
° t=l ^ 
Since M = I+0(^), by Lennna 3-3*7^ 
t=l t=l 
By Assmption 3 there exists a Q(©) such that 
converges unifomQy to Q(G). 
Therefore 
0^(6) > Q(0) + p 
unifonaly ^ 0 e G. 
Ill 
Let 
"be the sequence of least squares estimators, n = 1, 2, •.. ; let 0' be 
a limit point of the sequence {O } and let {8 ] be any subsequence 
n n^ 
^ich converges to 0'. Since Q^(0) converges uniformly to Q(e) + p 
and 0,(0) is continuous then 
(0„ ) > %(0') + P as t > = . 
^t °t 
Since 0^ is a least squares estimator 
t 
Q. (G_ ) < (L (6°) = ^ 2 [w|] + 0(i) and 
^t t t ^ t=l 
hence Q (0 ) < Q_ (0°) > p as t > => 
^t t t 
Thus as t >• m 
0 (0 ) > Q(0') + p < p . 
^t t 
Therefore, 
Q(0') = 0 . 
Since by Assumption 3 the minimum of %(0) is unique 0' = 0^ . Thus 
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This completes the proof. 0 
r— A We now show that (0^- 0q) is asymptotically normal and that 
( V G o )  =  
Theorem 3.3.13. Given that Asstmptions 1, 2, 3 and 5 are satisfied 
then 
A _ A"^'[2G]FA"^ 
1. VT ( e- G°) —2—> 1Î C 0 , lim ( ) ] ; 
n-»« 
2. (9^-6°) = 0 ( ^  ) ; 
V n 
A 
where is the least squares estimator of G and 
, n ôg.(e°) ôg,(0°) . 
= 1, } P + r ; 
p+r 
and A = { A . . } 
^ i,3=l 
Proof. The proof of (l) follows Jennrich's (1969) Theorem 7 proof. 
Since 0q —> 0*^ there is a sequence { 0 ] which is equivalent 
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to { 0 } almost everywhere and which takes its values in a convex compact 
neighborhood of 0^ which is interior to 6 . By the law of the mean 
given by Lemma 3-2.6 there exists a measurable © valued function such that 
n ôg.(©) A 
^ ^ ®t " ® ^ ^ 
•c=x 1 
- ( k -
•c=x X 
where 
p+r 
Z 
j=l 
N 3%(9) /A _ \ n ôg (0) ôg.(0) 
• ^ '®T tfi ^ 
0.  -0°  
3 J 
(3.3.^) 
=0 - < I ^ I % - i I ' j — 1^ • f p + r. 
Now 
e| = g(0 ) + w^ 
where g(0^)is the vector of diagonal elements of G, 
n 
t=l 
OX 1 
Replace ef - g (0 ) by w + 0 ( —) in (3.3.^), multiply by t t t n /%-
and solve for 
Il4 
to obtain 
n Ô g.(G°) , 
AT 
n ôg.(9°) n 1 ^ Sg. (e) A 
pfr , n a^g.(@) A _ 
yJT z [ - 2 Ô0.Ô0. ^ ®t " ®t^ ® ^ ^ 
0=1 t=l 1 J 
' : j, %r - i ] - '5-2-5' 
Consider the terms on the right in (3*3-5)- Since 
aQ(eo) 
^ = 0 
ôGi 
A 
when 9^e 6, and 0 = 0^ almost everywhere for n sufficiently 
large, and the term 
1 
/F 
n 
Z 
t=l 
Ô g^(0) A 
Ô0. (e;-gt(0)) (3.3.6) 
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is a multiple of 
then (3.3.6) converges to zero almost everywhere. 
Q, S 0 ~ 0 Since G —•—^ 0 and since 9 lies on the segment joining 0 
and 0 by Lemmas 3.3.7, 3.3.9, and 3-3.11 and Assumption 2 we have. 
a S*(@) A _ ... 
5 597^ ( ° : 
t=l 1 J 
Ô g^(e) 
and in addition since — is uniformly bounded •¥©£©, i = 1, 
i 
..., p + r there exists a matrix 
p+r , 
A = {A. . } = lim - F'F 
i,j=l n-V» ° 
such that 
1 = 
n 99. 39^ ij • 
Thus the right hand side of (3-3.5) converges almost everywhere to 
p+r 
— Z A. . ( 0. - 9? ) i = 1, 2, ..., p + r 
VT j=i J J 
Il6 
By Ass-umption 2 the ( 
a St (0°) 
Ô e. ) ,i = l, 2, p + r are uniformly 
"boimded and by Assumption 4 there exists a positive definite matrix A, 
A = lim (^) 
n->œ 
Lemma 3.3*9 and Assumption 1, E[w|] and E[w^] are uniformly bound­
ed, E[W^] is bounded above zero, t = 1,2, ..., n ; and 
E[WW'] = 2 G + 0 (i) 
where 2G is a diagonal matrix with elements, 2g^ (© ), t = l, 2, ..., n; 
f 1°-
p-nti W is the vector of elements iw. ] 
^ t=l 
Therefore by Lemma 3.2.12 
1 
VT 
P'W — N [ 0, lim 
n->® 
F' 2GF 
where 
F = 
Ô g^(G°) 
TÔT" 
a 6^(8°) 
a gi(G°) 
~Ô0 p+r 
W = 
Wn 
W_ 
n 
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How for sufficiently large n and almost every sequence {"w } % t=l 
hence 
— F'W = A(0 - 9°)\/ir (3.3.7) 
^(9 .9°) = A'^ —F'¥ 0, lim A V2GFA ^ ^ 
^ /n n-y» 
By Lemma 3.3.5; 
|r.„ . 0 (^) ; 
/n 
and since A~^ = 0(l) then from (3.3.7) 
^ y n 
n Since 9 = almost everywhere the proof is conç)lete. LJ 
A  ^
Thus we have shown that single least squares estimators p of p in 
Y = Xp°+e given by (3.3.1) and of 0° in g(X^; 6°) , t = 1, 
2j n given by (3.3.3) exist, are strongly consistent, asymptotically 
normal, and (p - p*^) = 0 ( , (©^ - 6^) = 0 ( -^ ) . 
^ sfn' ^ \[~n 
Under conditions contained in our Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, Gallant 
(1971) has shown that the modified Gauss Newton Procedure due to Hartley 
Il8 
(1961) can be used to construct the least squares estimator for nonlinear 
models. This procedure could be ençloyed to get the least squares estima-
in g(X^; cP, . A similar procedure will be discussed 
in connection with obtaining the maximum likelihood estimator in Subsection 
HIE .  
tor of a 
D. A Joint Least Squares Procedure 
And Its Properties 
In this section we assume we have available preliminary estimators 
A 
A 
Pr 
of 
a 
satisfying Assuogtion 7. These preliminary estimators 
may be the single least squares estimators obtained in III C . We develop 
a joint least squares procedure which inçjroves the estimator of 
revising the preliminary estimator 
A 
A 
P 0 
.0 
a 
.0 by 
The estimator obtained by the 
joint least squares procedure will be shown to have the same asyo^totic 
distribution as the TnavinniTti likelihood estimator given in III B . 
We have the following system 
k=l 
t 2^ * * * ^  ^ (3A.1) 
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P°) + O(^) + , by Lemma 3.3-7 
"b — 2^ • • • J n ^ (3.^.2) 
where 
p ' "t = ' 
(X'X)"^ X'Y , 
M > I - X(X'X)"^ X' , 
M is the matrix whose elements are the squares of the elements of M, aad 
is the t-th row of M . Expanding the right hand sides of (3.^.1) 
and (3.4.2) in a Taylor Series expansion about the preliminary estimators 
we obtain 
P A 
,0 
< Pk-Pok' "tk ^ k=l k=l 
t — 1J 2^ # * # ^  n y 
A A A 
- ^ <"o' 2 (Pk " ^Ok' iC=J. 
5St(9o' 
Ôa. ^t 4- w. 
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-where r^ is the Taylor Series remainder. We show that r^ = 
P P , 0 _ 0 - , 
° A A ^ âBÂ" 
r r _ _ B%(8) 
where 0 = 
the functions 
a 
F 
lies between 0 and 0q • By Assumptions 1 and 2 
S\l9) 
se^se 
are continuous and unifoimly "bounded for 0 e ©. Thus since 
0 A 
A - ^=0 
A 
P - PQ 
= "'t  
We write the system as 
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=^4 - = (4-Pok\k'"=t ' 
k=l 
- g^COo , pQ^ - - ggk^ Ô Pv 
38%(Gp) 
Ô Q:j 
+ °p(n' +"t "b — 1^ 2^ * * * 3 ^ 
In matrix notation we write 
A A A 
Zo = %«0 + " ' (3-4.3) 
where 
^0 = 
(yn-< V 
(e£-g,(9o)) 
K"®nt®o"_l 
H = 
n 
'i + %(%) 
i_ 
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or 
-
A 
Pr 
U = 
W + 0 
^0 = 
H, 01 H, 02 
%1 = 
02 
S^iCQQ) 
Ô 
Ô 0^ 
ôgi(So) 
Ô p. 
a Pi 
A 
asi(So) 
h a 
a8n(«o) 
5^ 
BSl(So) 
~5X" 
3P_ 
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This notation is consistent with Assumption 4 and Subsection B. 
From Assumption 4 we have 
ll) = 
E [ ee • ] 0 
0 E [WW' ] 
G 0 
0 2G 
We define the estimator 
A A A A -1 A A _ A 
«1 = *0 % Zo) (3.4.4) 
A 0 ^ 
where is obtained "by replacing 0 by 0^ = 
q:^  
0 
in the elements 
g^(0^) of G and the elements 2g^(9®) of 2G. A new estimator 
A 
A 
Pi 
which we shall call the joint least squares estimator is defined by 
A 
A 
Pi 
A 
Pr 
(3.4.5) 
We show that 
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v/^ 
- a 
- P 
a. 
> ÏÏ ( 0, lim ( H 
n 
) ) 
which is the same limiting distribution as that of 
a - a 
P -
•where 
rv 
a 
is the consistent root of the likelihood equations discussed in Subsection 
^ Q 
III B. Before obtaining the asynçtotic distribution of (0^ - 0 ) = 
v/^ 
- a 
Pi - P' 
we require the following three lemmas. 
Lemma 3.4.1 below is required to show that the central limit theorem 
holds for a vector of ind^endent observations from a bivariate distribu­
tion where the variables are correlated. 
Lemma 3.4.1. Given that 
1. ( ), t = 1, ..., n is a sequence of bivariate independent 
random variables with zero mean and covariance matrix 
it xyt 
_°'xyt 
2. 0 < L < E[X^ y^] < M , M and L are positive real numbers, 
= 0, 1, 2, 3, 1 < (i+j) < 4 ; 
125 
n n 
3 { c } y [ c„. } are sequences of unifonnly bounded real 
It t=l t=l 
constants; 
li. A . lim [1 Ci 4^0^ + I c' 4 Cg + i C' ] exists ; 
R lim -1 , lim - i , lim - t exist and define positive 
n _ n ^ yy _ n ^ xy 
n->'0=> n-»'» 
definite matrices; 
n-»=o 
then 
a 
^ N(0, A) ; 
where 
Z = — C'X + — CIY ; 
yiT ^ yiT ^ 
X = 
n 
Y = 
n 
'11 
'In 
; ^2 
'21 
'2n 
E[XX'] = ; ECYT'] = 4yy; E[XÏ'] = . 
Proof. 
Z  =  —  C '  X  +  —  C'Y ;  
^ vGT ^ 
= — I'P 
where P is an nxl vector of elements p^ = C^^x^ + t = 1, 2, ...,n 
and 1' = (l^ 1^ '*'3 ^^jixl " 
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Now 
o< 4CJL<E[»|] . "xYt 2 
and 
E["!;] . E[X^] + ECïJ] + E[X3Y^] 
+ s=!t =|t + ''^it 4 •« 
where 
c = max {c., } and c. = min {c., 3 
^ i=l,2 ^ i=l,2 It 
t=lj2,«..,n t=l,2^..,^ n 
By Lemma 3.2.12 
The proof is complete 
Z —^ If (0, A ) . 
. 0  
Lemma 3.4.2. Given that Assmptions 1, 2, h, 5^ ^ and 7 are satis­
fied then the vector U given in (3-^.3) can be written as 
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e 0 
u = 
e -E[e] 
+ 
d 
+ °p(s> 
where 
d = 
V # >  } E[d] 
o
 I
I 
e is the nxl vector of elements { e 
n 
and 
E[d|] = O(^ ) ; E[d^ dg] = 0( —) , t ^  s , 
t ^ s — 1^ 2 J * * * 7 n 
Proof-
U = 
A A 
•where = e| - E [ e| ] 
"fc — Xj 2^ • • • J 31 
A 
"t = . E[ e|] t — 2^ • • • ^ n 5 
= (e^ - X^(X'X)"^X'e)2 - E(e^ -X^(X'X)"^X'e )2 ; 
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row of X f 
ej - 2e^X^ (X'X)'^ X'e + X^ (X'X)"^ X'ee'X(X'X) 
E[eJ - 2e^X^(X'X)'^ X'e + X^(X'X)"^ X'ee'X(X'X) 
e| - E[e|] - 2e^ X^ (p-p°)+ X^ (p-p°) (p-p°)X^  
2X^(X'X)"^ X^ E[e|] - X^(X'X)"^ X'GX(X'X)"^ X^ ; 
e2 
+ o(i) - 0 (s) ; 
< - se*;] + (;:=) 
d = 0 (—^ ) 
^ /r 
d = W - [ ê - E(ê) ] , 
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and E[d] = E[W] - E(e - E(e) ) 
=  0 - 0 = 0  
By Lemma 3*3-9 
E[w2] = 2g|(0*^)+ 0(i) t=l, 2, ...,n; 
E^w, w ] = 0 ( ) tj^s t,s = 1, ...,n. 
t s ^2 
By Lemma 3.3.8 and Assumption 1 
E[(e| - E(e|))2] = 2gg(0°) ; 
E[(e| -E(e2))(e2 - E(e2))] = 0 . 
Then, 
E[d|] = E(w^  - (e| - E(e|))) ; 
. E[«f] - E(e| - E(eJ))= = 0(i) ; 
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and for t ^  s 
E[d^(ig] = E[(w^ - (e| - E(e|))) (w^ - (e^ - ECe^)))] ; 
= - E(eJ - E(e|))(e2 - E(e2)); 
= 0 (— ) . 
n2 
. D This completes the proof 
LPTnma 3.4.3- Given that Assumptions 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7 are satis­
fied then the following are true: 
1- = 0 ( p:: ) : 
V n 
A 
2. (Eg - H) . 0 (^) ; 
3. - ( 2^) = 0 
V n 
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h. -ê-EÇê]. 
n 
ii2) . 0 (^) ; 
n 
5. 
A A , 
w KfhL , 0 (i) . 
n P n 
Proof. 
-1 
,-l 0 
[2G]"^ 
, G -1 
i/giCe^) 0 
i/gb(e ) 
[2G]"^ = 
l/2g2(0 ) 0 
0 l/2g2(Q°) 
%r Assumptions 1 and 7 , ) and g^Côç) are uniformly bounded 
in 6 such that 
0 < Lg < g^(9 ), g^(So) < < 
t — 1^ 2^ # # # ^  n # 
1 0 1 We let ij) be the matrix obtained by replacing 6 in by the least 
A ^_2 _I 
squares estimate 0. . A typical element of ^ is given by 
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1 _ 1 
gt(êo) 
Using a Taylor Series expansion we have 
T 1 . T P+r A - Bg. (9°) 
gt(@o) " ~ j=l ^ ^ 
since "by Assumption 2 g^(9^) has continuous first and second partials. 
Then 
— ^ ^  =  0  (  —  
St(êo) g^(e°) ^ »/T-
since by Assumption 7 
(0 - 0°) = 0 ( ^  ) . 
Therefore, 
îo'^ - = Op(;=: ) 
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To prove the second result, recall that 
H = 9 ©T 
ôg^CcP) 
dG pfr 
ôgj"0°) 
TÔT" 
ag^OsP) 
06 
IH-r 
and H is obtained frcm H by replacing 6 by 0^ . A typical element 
A 
of H - H is given by 
A 0 ^ 
Bg^(Qn) agfCo ) P+R (e ) A. Q 
-V k- = âfâr (%k -
0 0 J ^ 
since by Assumption 2 g^(®) bsa continuous and uniformly bounded first 
and second partial derivatives 
= 0 ( ^ ) since (0_-9^) = 0 f ) 
®®3 SGj " P vHT- 0 ® ^
The third result follows directly from the first two results. 
13^ 
To show result 4 we have 
H' i/)"^U 
H' ij) -1 
e "6" 
H' 
j-E[è]_ d 
n n 
We ençloy Lemma 3*3.5 to show that 
n * Op ( 
H' 
e 
& -E[&] 
n 
and 
H' 
0 
d 
n = °p(n' • 
Now "by Assunçtions 1 and 2 the elements of H and ip are uniformly 
e 
è-E[è] 
bounded since by Assumption 1 and Lemma 3.3.9 the elements of 
have variances of 0(l) and means 0 and since the elements of 
have variances of 0(—) and means 0 then the results follow by 
"n 
Lemma 3.3.5* 
To show the final result that 
A A 
n v ^ >  
we consider a typical element 
n ^ ( ^tk'^t • ^k'^'t ) \ ' t=l 
A A A 
where ^ ^t ' ^t elements of H, and ip respectively. 
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Now 
n A A 
n t=l 
n 
x=x 
t=l x=l 
Since by results 1 and 2 proved above 
\k - ^ tk = 0 (-2- ) and Vt - Yt - Op (^ ) 
/TT ^ 5 /IT 
then the last of the three terms is 0^ ( ^ ) . 
Consider the first term. We use a Taylor Series expansion 
(Y. 
-
at(e) St(8°) 
p+r 
- 2 
j=l 
aE^(e°i 
®®3 
(e, 
03 4(6°) 
+ °p' 
We can write 
n 
- S h^^(Y^ -
p+r A 0 1 
n tk 't 
n 
2 
3Ej(S°) 
g|(8°) 
As above using Lemma 3-3*5 we have 
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. n ôg (0°) , 
-tïi ~ ° = 
0 1 
and since G.. - 0. = 0 ( ) by Assumption 7 then 
^ ^ / r t  
Similarily to show that the second term is 0^ ( ^ ) we use the Taylor 
expansion 
(h+v - ^ +>) = 
ôg^(0) ôg^(0°) 
tk tk"^ B0^ ô0j^ 
and 
n A ïH-r A n 8%. (0°) , 
â t5l -8j) [ - ^ ^"â^âë- "t ] = °p<S' 
as above. 
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Therefore 
A  A  
HA A CO 'D 
n = °p^n> 
This completes the proof. LJ 
We now prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem S.h.k. Given that Assumptions 1, 2 ,  4, 5, 6 and 7 are 
satisfied then 
1. ( ©, - 0^) = 0 () ;
2. /T (e^ - 9°) N[0, lm( ^ ) ] . 
n-î>o= 
Proof. By (3.^.3) and (3.4.4) 
A  A  -  A  -1 A  A  
(@1 - 8°) = ; 
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= ( e ' f h î )  ^ 
- (H'^"^)"^] H'0"^ + (H'^"^)"^[H^^J'^-H'4)"^U] 
+ [(H Î^q"^ HQ)'^ - {e^ fhî)~^ 2le^ é~^ jj- H'0"^U] . 
(3.4.6) 
Therefore by Lemma 3.4.3 we have 
By Assunçjtion 
and by Lemma 3.4.3 
Therefore 
( )"^ = 0(1) , 
= o^(^) 
/n 
(9^-9°) = 0 (^) 
^ v/n 
We now show that 
(9 _ ©°) > m (0 , lim ( ^ )"^ ) 
n-><» 
How try Lemma 3.4.2 
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/n" /ÏT" e -E[e] 
+ Op(n) : 
where 
U = 
e e 
w e - E[e] 
v/lT 
e 0 
1 
e - E[e] X'G"^e 
+ -i- F'[2G]~^ (e-E[e]) 
v/ir 
where 
F = [H^, Eg] . H = 
X 
Hi 
i p  =  
G 0 
0 2G 
Let X = 
and consider 
rxl ; pxl , be an arbitrary (p+r) x 1 vector 
1^0 
g = — 
sfrt J  -  E[êl 
= — X'X'G"^e + —  X 'F'[2G]"^(ê-E[è]) 
/ir 
Qy Assmçitions 1 and 2 the elements of H and tp are uniformly bounded 
and by Assumption 1 
t ~ 1^ 2 ^ • E [e^(e| - E(e|) ) ] -- 0 
Therefore by Lemma 3.^.1 
a  
-> N (0, lim(^ X'H') 
n-i-oo 
and by Lemma 3.2.11 
•E[è] 
B 0, lim ( ^ ) ] 
n 
Now since 
 ^ = 0(1) 
n 
then 
a 
This congletes the proof . 0  
•> IÎ ( 0 , lim ( II^LJÎ ) ) 
1^11 
Therefore we have shown that 
/ A  o\ 
«1 -  a  
/ h  ( q ^  -  )  
-
A  
[ Pi 
• n  
has the same asymptotic distribution as 
^  a - J  
P - P 
0 
where 
A  
A  
Pi 
is defined by (3'^'5) &nd 
rv 
c c  
is the consistent root of 
the likelihood equations discussed in Section III B, 
We have shown in Lemma 3'^-3 above that 
A  , A  
"V -1 
n 
') -( H'îl) 
n 
is,-
therefore 
A  A  - . A  
4] V  -1 
^ n 
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provides a consistent estimator of 
-1 -1 / H'JI) H , 
^ n ^ 
the covariance matrix of the asymptotic distribution of 
vAn" ( 9^ - 0°) = /n" 
Using proofs similar to those used in Lemma 3-4-3 and Theorem 3-4--4 
it can be shavn that for the estimator, 
p  =  ( X ' X ' ,  ( 3 . 4 . 7 )  
(p-3) — > N(0, lim ( ) ) . 
n-»o3 
Therefore the estimator g is asymptotically equivalent to 
p* = (X'G'^X)"^ X'G"^Y . 
If f. is not an unknown parameter of the covariance matrix G , then the 
joint least squares estimator is obviously equivalent to p. . We show 
below that in the case that p is an unkno-wn parameter of G the joint 
least squares estimator of p is at least as efficient as p . 
°i -  a  
0 
- P 
1^3 
Theorem 3.4.5. Under Assumptions 1, 2 ,  4, 5, 6 and 7 the joint 
A  
least squares estimator defined in (3•^•5) is at least as efficient 
asymptotically for as the estimator 
_ -1 
P = (X' G: X) X'G/Y 
Proof. The asymptotic covariance matrix of 
0 
cXj^ - a 
0 
- P 
is given "by 
H^[ 2G]~^ H]_[ 2G] 
H^[2G]"^ Hg + X'G"SC 
-1 
The asymptotic covariance matrix of (p-p) is (X'G ^X) ^ . We want 
to show that 
(X' g"^X)"^ -
is positive semi definite. Since by Assunrotion 4 (H'0 ^ H) ^ is positive 
definite is positive definite. Wow by 2.7 in C.R. Bao (1965a, p. 29) 
ikk 
can be written as 
[ 2G ]"^ + [ 2G [ 2G ^ [ 2G ]"^ ^ . 
We want to show that 
(X'G~^)"^ - |(X'G"^) +[^H^ [ 2G ]~^ Hg + H^[2G]"^H^ ^H{[2G]"\^jE|_[2G]"^2 ^  
(3.4.8) 
is positive semi definite. 
By a special case of 2.0 in C.R, Eao (1965a, p. 29) if A and D are 
nonsingu] 
(3.4.8) becomes 
mxm lar matrices then (A-ID)  ^ = A -^A~^(A~'^ + D )^A ^ hence 
(X'g"^)"^ |(X'G'^)'^ + [H^[2G]'^H2 
+ H^[2G]~^H^ H^^[2G]"\j"^H^[2G]~^Hj^ (X'G"^X) 
which is positive semi definite since by Assunçtion h (X'G ^ ) ^ and 
[H^LSG] Hg + [2G] ^H{[2G] H^[2G] H J 
are positive definite. This completes the proof- 0 
1^5 
In the case that g is not an unknown parameter of the covariance 
matrix G we can show that 
Kakwani (1967). 
Theorem For the class s .  of linear models of Section I if 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. e is symmetrically distributed atout 0 ; 
A  A  
2- G is an even function of e in the sense that G is invariant 
with respect to a simultaneous change in sign of all the elemenb s 
of e ; 
is an unbiased estimator of The following theorem is given in 
3. E [ 3 ] exists, where 
unbiased estimator of . 
then p is an 
Proof. This proof follows Kakwani (196?) 
(P - P) 
[f(e)]e 
where 
i h 6  
Since is an even function of e then f(e) is an even function of 
e . Thus f(e) = f(-e) . Therefore if the sign of all the elements of 
e are changed simultaneously then the signs on all the elements of 
(p - p) are changed simultaneously- By condition l), e is symmetrical­
ly distributed about 0 -which implies that the probability density func­
tion of e and -e are the same. Therefore (g - and - p) 
have the same probability density function, and p is symmetrically dis-
0 — 
tributed about p . Since by condition 3 , E [ p j , exists p is un­
biased for . This completes the proof. D 
We now show that under Assumptions 1, 2 ,  3 ,  h ,  5, and 6 the condi­
tions of Theorem are met. By Assumption 5 e is multivariate 
nomal with mean 0 and hence is symmetrically distributed about 0 . 
A  
We now show that is an even function of e . The diagonal elements 
A  
of Gq are given by 
n 
t~l 
where 0^ is the preliminary estimator of 0 
A  A  
being an unknown parameter in G, ®o " % 
of { 
^ t=l 
where 
In the case of p not 
Now «Q is a function 
2 _ 
n n 
Z 2 m, . m . e e, 
i=l j=l ti sj s t 
then clearly e^ is an even function of the elements of e and hence 
A  _  
a.Q is a n  even function of the elements of e . E [ p ] exists since by 
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X'GQX _T 
Assumption k lim ( ) exists, and by Assumption 1 the 
n->co 
A  
elements of X and the elements of are uniformly bounded 
¥• 0 e ©, t = 1, 2, n. Therefore by Theorem 3-4.6 g is an unbiased 
estimator of p when p is not an unknown parameter of G . 
E- Convergence of the Joint Least Squares 
Estimator to the Maximum Likelihood Estimator 
In Section III B we showed that the majcimum likelihood estimator 
exists and is a consistent estimator of 0^ . The likelihood equations 
were shown to have a root, 0, with probability 1 as n —> <= which 
is consistent for 0^ . This root is the only consistent root of the 
likelihood equations. The asymptotic distribution of /IT (0-0^) is 
nonnal with mean 0 and covariance matrix 
n~*=° 
We also observed that there is no knovm analytic expression for the solu­
tion of the likelihood equations. 
In Section IIID we defined a joint least squares estimator and show­
ed that it has the same asymptotic distribution as the consistent root of 
the likelihood equations. We now demonstrate that by iterating the joint 
least squares procedure in connection with the modification used by Hartley 
l48 
(1961) for nonlinear least squares estimation we obtain a sequence of 
estimators that converges to a local maximum of the likelihood function. 
The joint least squares estimator developed in HID is given by 
A  A  
"1 
A  
= 
A  
Pi ^0 
where 
A „  A A  A  ,  A  A  ^  A  
«1 - «o)' ^o) (3.5.1) 
as given in (3.^.5). In Section III B the matrix form of the likelihood 
equations is given by 
A  A  ^  A  
as in (3.2.4). We obtain an iterative procedure such that 
9 9 0 
converges to zero and at the same time the likelihood function converges 
A  A  A  
to a local maximum, where and are functions of the 
99 9 
current estimator. 
We begin by reviewing Hartley's (1961) Modified Gauss Newton Procedure 
for obtaining the least squares estimator of in the model 
y^ - > y ) t-1, 2, ...,n; 
Ik9 
where y is an unknown pxl parameter vector. We want to determine 
the value of y that minimizes the quantity 
P(Y )  = 2  (y - f(X ; Y) . 
t=l ^ ^ 
The necessary assumptions are given below. 
The function f(X^ ; Y) and its first and second derivatives are 
n 
continuous functions of y for all {X, } and for all y s A . 
t t=l 
The matrix D'D where 
; Y)\ 
nxp 
i — Ij 2.f » «. f p 
t = 1, 2, n ; (3.5.2) 
is positive define for all Y in a set A containing the true value 
. P ( Y*^ ) is less than P ( Y ) for any y  on the boundary of A . 
There does not exist Y' and Y" IN A such that 
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ÔP(Y') ÔP(Y") 
— i — 1^2^ ...^p j 
ÔYj, 
and 
P(Y') = P(Y") . 
A 
A preliminary estimate of Y exists in the interior of A . 
We replace f(X^ ; Y) by a first order Taylor Series approximation 
A 
obtained by expanding f (X^ ; Y) about Yq 
A 
A p ôf(X ; Y) A 
; Y) = f (x^ ;YO) + Z (Y^ - Yq^ ) + remainder. 
i=l i 
We define 
A 
A n 
P'(y,YO) = Z 
t=l 
A p ôf(X ; Y-,) A 
^t " ' ^0^ " w -  ^^i ~ ^ Oi) 
1=1 1 
Minimizing P'(Y, Yq) with respect to Y and solving for (Y - Yq) the 
following matrix equation is obtained: 
( % - Vo' - : (3-5-3) 
where Y^ is the value of Y that minimizes P'(Y, Yq) and 
151 
where 
DQ is given by (3-5-2) with y replaced by 
A 
Y , and V is the nxl vector of elements 
'0 " 
{ y t •  
0 
A new estimator of y is obtained from 
A A* A 
Yl = + YQ ' 0 < \ 1 ^ 
A^ A 
where is obtained by substituting X + YG for y in P(y) 
minimizing with respect to X . Equation (3-5-3) is then used to 
obtain 
(va-îi) = 
where and are obtained from by replacing by 
A new estimator 
A A A^ A 
Yg , Yg . XgYg +Yi , 0 < Xj < 1 
A^ A 
is obtained as above by minimizing ?{Xy^ + with respect to X 
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This process is repeated until the change in the estimator becomes arbi­
trarily small. 
We shall obtain an iterative procedure similar to the Gauss Newton 
Procedure to obtain the maximum likelihood estimator of 
a  
. The 
logarithm of the likelihood function is given by (3.2.1). Maximizing 
this function with respect to 
function 
is equivalent to minimizing the 
n 
i(a,p) = log g^(a,3) + (3.5.4) 
ivith respect to 
dure. 
a  
P 
We now construct an iterative estimation proce-
Construction 3.5.1. 
m .  = - E 
n Sg^(o:;B) 
t=l AGs 
[(y^  - X^ 3)2 -g^ (c£,p)] / g^ (c%,p) = 0 (3-5-5) 
s — 1^ 2^ . .. ^ r . 
m  
u 
n ôg.(a,p) 
2 —gp [(y^ - X^P)^ - gj-Ccc^p)] / gJ(o:,3) 
- 2 Z (y^  - X^p)x^^ / g^(a,3) = 0 , u = 1, 2, ..., P . 
(3-5-6) 
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Let 
A 
be a preliminary estimator of 
a 
0 
with the 
properties given in Assumption 8. Assume also that Assumptions 1, 2 ,  h ,  
and 5 are satisfied. To solve the system of equations given by (3.5.5) , 
(3.5.6) we e:q)and (cK, g) and in Taylor Series about 
«C 
A  
P 
0 
as follows: 
= + X^(P-Pq) , t = l, 2, ...,n. (3.5.7) 
A A 
g^ (q: , p ) -
A A p ôg (a , p ) 
r 
+ z  
j=l 
A A 
ôa^ <"3 
+ remainder t = 1, 2, . ..,n. (3-5.8) 
15^ 
We replace g in (y^-X^p) in (3-5-6) by 
(x'Po +x'(p-p;)) t = If . J n 
We replace [(y^-X^p)^ - g^.(o:, P)] in (3-5-5) and (3-5-6) "by 
A A 
k=l J=1 J 
ôga.(a,3) ag+(a, p) 
The functions —^ and g^(a, p) are replaced by 
A A A A 
A A 
aog ' ap^ " ' ^0 
azid (QIj-I ; P^) s-1^2, •••^r; 
11 = 2^ ' * * y P 9 
"fc = 2^ •••^n* 
The equations (3-5-5) azid (3-5-6) become 
J ( ;^)a. J (Pk - p;.> 
T=J. S AS=X IT 
A 
A A 
r ôS,(o:-,p. ) A* A A 
-,^ act (oy - Ooj)] ) / 2G|(Oo. Po) - ° ' s = ^  2' ' -r 
j—1 j 
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n 
2 ( 
t=l 
S8t(°0 ' A  
Bp 
u 
A  A  
A A p ôg.(û:^,P^) 
^(«o'Po' ae^ Pk-Pok 
A  A  
r ôg.(a , 3 ) A A A 
- %a. ^ 
J—J- 3  
t ? i  "  ^ 0  )  )  ^ t j  / °  
11 = 1^ 2.f ' ' ' ) P * 
In matrix notation these equation are given "by 
A  A  _  A  —1 A „  A  A  ^  A  \ - % *0 =0 = 0 : (3.5.9) 
A  A  
where and 6^^ are given by (3-4.3) and (3.4.4) of HID 
We solve (3-5'9) for 6, 
«1 = ( s i ï - % )  
A  -1 A  A  _  A  
Since by Assumption 7, «0 
A  
L^OJ 
is in then by Assumption 4 6^ 
exists. We then compute the value of 0 < ?i. < 1, that minimizes 
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A A A^ 
with respect to k on T given by Assunçtion 8, where 
^  *  
h  = 
'la 
A * 
S 
A new estimator is then obtained by computing 
A 
«1 
1 
A * 
^1 ^ 1 ^ A 
Pr 
A A 
This process is repeated by replacing %0 by °^1 
A A 
_ V _ 
in 
A 
Hg , ipQ , Zg to obtain and 
(^*1 
A , A 
Hi) 
-1 A _I A 
(% Z^) 
rj7 
A new value of X, is obtained by minimizing 
A A A _ 
^ ( aj_ + X 6a^ , Pi + I Sgp ) T 
with respect to X , 0 < X < 1 . The new estimator of 
given by 
0 
a  
IS 
A 
Pc 
Xg Gg + 
A 
°1 
A 
Pi 
This process is repeated until the change in the estimator becomes 
th 
arbitrarily small. At the i iteration we have 
A ^  A  A - A  -1 A  A  _  A  
^i ^ ( ^i-l^i-1 ^ i-1^ ^®i-l ^i-l^i-1^» (3.5.10) 
A 
a .  
Pi 
X. Ô. + 
1 1 
i-1 
Pi-l 
(3.5.11) 
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We now show that the sequence of estimators < 
A 
^i  > 
A 
> obtained by this 
procedure are members of the set T of Assumption 8. We also show that 
the sequence converges to a limit 
rv 
a 
an interior point of T where 
Ô JJ (a , p) 
S — 2^ • • • ^ r 
Sa. 
3 4 (a, p) 
0 u 1, 2, ..-, p 
S 3. 
u 
Theorem 3'5'2. Given that Assumptions 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8 are 
satisfied then the seauence of estimators 
"A 
°=i 
< > 
A 
1 
XP
 
M'
 
i=l 
given by Construction satisfy the following: 
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1. The estimators in the sequence < "i 
Pi 
i=l 
are interior points of the set T of Assumption 8 ; 
2. The sequence of estimators 
to a limit 
a  
rv 
P 
A  
a .  converge to 
i=l 
which is interior to T and where 
a 4(0:, p) 
Ô a  
s  — 2^ • • • j 1* 
( a ,  p )  
U  —  1 ^ 2 ,  • • • ^ p  
u 
Proof. The proof follows Gallant (1971)^ page 3^-
We first show that the sequence of estimators generated "by the pro­
cess described in Construction 3*5-l are members of T. We shall use 
l6o 
proof by induction. Assume 1 
A 
Pi 
e where is the interior of 
T . We minimize 
A* 
(Oi + A- ) 
with respect to X, 0 < X < 1 , and obtain • Consider the set 
A 
T = < 
a  
e T 
a  
P 
«i 
A 
% 
+ \ 
A 
4 A* 0 < X < 1 V 
Since T the closure of T is convex by Assumption 8, T is a closed 
bounded line segment contained in T • By Assumptions 1 and 2 4 is 
A A 
continuous over T . Since T is closed and bounded and is con­
tinuous over T there is an 
a  
3 
minimizing £ over T . Therefore 
there is a , such that 
a  «i 
A 
Pi 
^ia 
minimizes Z  ( a  + X 6  ,  p .  +  X  6 . _  )  o v e r  0  <  X  <  1  
i ia 1 - -
l6l 
Nov; 
a" 
3 
is either a boundary point of T or an interior point. Since 
T is convex, T and I necessarily have the same boundary points. Let 
I, be the 
inf [ Z (a, ^) ; 
a 
P 
a  
P 
a boundary point of T } 
e 
If is a boundary point of T we have by Assumption 8 
i < z(.a", p") < j l ( a ,  p) < 4 
which is a contradiction. Hence 
a" 
is an interior point of T. 
Since by Construction 3.5.I 
A 
°=i-M a" 
A 
^i+l 
p" 
we have established 
conclusion 1 . 
We now establish conclusion 2- By Construction 3.5.I 
A A 
0 < X ( 0:^2 > ^i+i ) — and 
log 
A A 
) goes to a finite limit i as k —> » . Since T is 
closed and. bounded the sequence < 
A 
a .  
vergent subsequence < n 
Pi 
n 
A 
CC. 
< 
1 > 
A 
_Pi 
— 
/ in T must have a con-
> with limit 
a 
in T . By the 
continuity of over T , 
A A 
4(c^ , EL ) 
n n 
/ * * . 
•> 4 (a , P ) 
hence 
* / * * , j l  =  j l  ( a  ,  p ,  )  
ïïow 
c c  
is either an interior point or a boundary point of T and 
hence of T. If 
a 
* 
were a boundary point of T then by Assumption 8 
r v  * .  /  0  0 \ 
J L  <  J L  ( a  ,  f t  )  <  J L  ( a  ,  f t  ) <  j i  
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which is a contradiction hence 
* 
a  
3 
is an interior point of 
T . By Assumptions 1, 2 ,  and i)- the function 
A  „  A  A  A  - 1 A  A  A  
®i ^ ^ ^ i-l^i-A-l ^ ^i-l^i-l\-l ^ 
is continuous on T. Thus for the convergent subsequence 
«i 
n 
^i 
* 
lim 6. =6 
n^® n 
where 
6 is obtained by replacing ^i-l 
Pi-1 
hy 
a .  ' *  
in the equation above for 6 ^ 
We now show that 
6* = 0 
l6h 
/ Suppose that 6^ 0 and consider the function 
, , , * * * *, 
q(X) = zia + X 6^ , 3 + X6p) 
where i(û:, p) is given by (3.5.^ ). For Xe [ - 7), T| ] where 0 < T1 < 1 
* * 
a + H 6^  
* _ * 
S - T|6p 
are interior points of T 
Now 
, * * * *. 
Sg^ (o! +X6g, P +X6Q) A'r/ s / * * / * * * , 
q'(x)= -Z 
t=]_ 
a X 
* * 
[g^ (a + Xôq, , P + \ôg) ] 
n 
E 
t=l 
(^ t -
p • 
1^ 1 ^tkV 
[£j.(Q; +X5 
a 
* 
P + 
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Also, 
/ * , * 
+ XGg, 
* *. 
P +X6p) 
h \  
r ôg^ (a+X6^ ;, p +\ôp) ôa 
 ^ ~ Ix 
2 
0=1 Ô Œj 
P 
2 
k=l 
5g^ (a +X6^ , p + X6^ ) 
â Pv 
BP) 
ax 
t — 1, 2^  y 5^ 
where 
* * 
a = a 4- X 6 
a  
* * 
and p = 3 + X 6. 
P 
Further 
* * * *,  
Ô X 
* * * *. 
r Bg^ (a +X5^ ,P +X6g) 
= S 
j=l 
X = 0 
Ô «j 
X = 0 
, -Jf * * *. 
P Ôg.(a +X6^ , p +X6„) 
+  2 — 1  
k^ l 
a P' 
Ô p. Pk 
X = 0 
r 
= Z 
0=1 
ôg^ Ca , P ) 
0^ 
p 
+ z 
k=l 
agy.(Q!  ^ P ) 
ôPv 3k 
l66 
Thus 
n 
q'(0) = -2 Z 
t=l 
t^k ^ pk 
[gt (a*. p"") ] 
n 
-2 2 
t=l 
/ * *x 
n âg,(a ^ 
[ 2 —_L 6 + 
3=1 3^ k=l  ^k=l 
St (alp*)] 
2 i s ^ ( a  ,  p ] 
* *_1 * * 
=-2Z # H 6 
where 
* ,*-1 * 
Z f ij) J H , and 6 
correspond to 
A A , A A 
with 
a  
replacing 
r—A 
a. 
i^ 
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Now 
_1 , * 
6* = (H*' **-1 H*) (B ' * 2) 
hence 
(H*. /) 6* = (H*' Z*) (3.5-12) 
and 
* *_1 * * * , * *-l *\ * 
- q ' ( 0 ) = 2 Z ' ! / )  H6 =  2 6 '(H'j/) H ) 6 >0. 
The last inequality holds since (H ' ^  H ) is of full rank by 
Assumption 4. 
q' (0 )  <  0  
Choose an G > 0 so that 8 < -q' (O) . By the definition of the 
derivative there is a X e ( 0  ^ 1/2 T\ ) such that 
,  *  * *  *  * *  *  *  
i(a + À 6^  , P + ^  6g) - 4(0 ; P ) 
q(X*) - q(0) < [q' (O) f C ] X* 
Since is continuous for 
a  
P 
e T we may choose y "" 0 such that 
l68 
- Y > [q'(0) + e]X* 
and there is a p > 0 such that 
Gi j + 6%^ . - a* - I < p ? j = l, 2,..., r ; 
n 1^ 0 
and I p. . + X 6o - p. - X 6 . | < P  ^3 = 2, • •., P ; 
V Pi^ j  ^
therefore. 
 ^ ' ^in ^  ^  ^ - 4 (a* + X 6*, p* + X 6*) < y • 
Then for all i^  sufficiently large we have 
LI{A. + X 6 , PI + ^  6A ) - , P ) 
-n - °^ i_ "-n Pi 
< [q'(0) + e] X* + Y = - c^  say . 
Now for i large enough 
I69 
* * 
n 
* * 
p. + Y 6 
Pi 
n 
* 
is interior to T so that X e [0, 1 ] and hence 
Jl(a. , p. ) - , P ) < - c2 
n^ n^ 
This contradicts the fact that 
4(a. ; P. ) > p*) 
n^ n^ 
as i > ® 
n 
Thus 
a  
lyo 
Therefore it follows from (3-5-12) that since 6 =0 then 
* *_1 * H' ^  Z = 0 
and hence that 
ô4(a , p ) 
èa  
= 0 s = 1, 2, .. r 
and 
o£(a , p ) 
= 0 u — 1, 2 j  
u 
Thus given any subsequence of 
a. 
1 
• 
^i  
in T by the above 
i - 1 
there is a convergent subsequence with limit point 
( y  
e T such that 
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h i  [a" ,  p") 
ôa. 
= 0 = 
B4(a* p*) 
8 = 1, 2,..., r; 
34(3", P") ôj£(a* 3*) 
———— = 0 = 
Bp. Tl Ô3. u 
u. — 1,2, • • •, P 5 
and 
4(a", p") = /  = l ia, p*) 
Therefore by Assimption 8 
proof. D 
a"  
-
a  
_ P"_ 
* 
_ P _ This completes the 
We have shown above that if I {a, p ) has a unique minimum interior 
to a convex "bounded subset T of © and if we have a starting value of 
— — A 
a 
> A 
p 
_^O_ 
A A 
, in T such that Pq) is smaller than on any 
boundary point of T then the Modified Gauss Newton Procedure can be 
( " 
J a .  
of estimators^  A^  > 
_ 9i_ i=l 
minimum of l(a, p) in T . 
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We have shown that imder Assumptions 1-8 given in III A the follow­
ing statements are true. 
1. A wiaviTwim likelihood estimator of 
0 
a  
exists and is consistent. 
2- If the Tns.m'rmiTn likelihood estimator is an interior point of © 
then a root 
rv 
a  
«V of the likelihood equations exists corresponding 
to the of the likelihood function. If the of the 
likelihood equations is not an interior point of 0 then there 
may not be a root of the likelihood equation corresponding to 
the maximim likelihood estimator. 
a  
fV 
P 
with probability 1 3. The likelihood equations have a root 
as n—> =0 which is consistent. There i"s only one root that is 
consistent. The probability that the likelihood function is a 
Tna.v-iTmim at a  
3. 
converges to 1 as n —* = 
The asymptotic distribution of 
rv 
a  - a  
P - P 
( H'l/)' 
is normal with 
n-)G5 
5. There exists a simple least squares estimator 
"0 -
Po - p' 
L^OJ 
such that 
- Vi' • 
A 
"c 
A 
Pr 
is asymptotically normal but less 
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efficient than the maximum likelihood estimator. 
A joint least squares estimator given "by 
A 
A 
Pi 
= 6, 
A 
«c 
A 
3r 
exists 
where 
A A  ^A —1 A A - A 
The asymptotic distribution of 
A 0 
a 
PT - P 
is the same as the asymptotic distribution of 
/T 
where 
ru 
a 
rv 
P 
a  -  a  
P - P 
is the consistent root of the likelihood equations. 
An iterative procedure exists which uses the joint least 
squares procedure to obtain a sequence of estimators which 
converges to a local maximum of the likelihood function in the 
interior of © . 
17^ 
IV. APPLICATION OF THE DERIVED PROPERTIES 
OF THE ESTIMATORS TO SOME EXAMPLES 
In this section we apply the conclusions of Section III to three 
special cases of the model discussed in Section II. We assume throughout 
that Assumptions 1 through 8 are satisfied when required. We discuss a 
nonparametric unequal variance models a random coefficient model and a 
generalization of the Prais and Houthakker (1955) model of consumer 
behavior. 
A nonparametric unequal variance model is given by 
Y = Xp + e , 
Y nmxl ; X nmxl ; p pxl ; e nmxl ; 
where 
E[e] = 0 , E[ee'] = G ; 
G = 
2 
cr I 
m n 
max nm 
Let 
n 
n 
nmxm n X 1 
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H = 0 
P 
X 
0 
i j )  =  G 
0 
0 
2G 
g' = [ 0^, ..0^ , Og ; ..crj, 0^, ..oj] Ixnm 
a' = [ 0^ ; ..0^ ] Ixm . 
The simple least squares estimator of (j  ^, j = 1,2, —, m is 
n A 
Z ef./n . We note that this estimator is equivalent to (2.2.5). The 
i=l 
asynptotic covariance matrix is given by the diagonal matrix of elements 
j 1, 2, .. •, in • lim 
n-><= 
2.^  
n 
Clearly this matrix is equivalent to the asynçtotic covariance matrix of 
the estimators given by (2.1.6), (2.1.7) and (2.1.10). The joint least 
A  A  
squares estimator of a , a^ , is equivalent to . 
The random coefficient model of Hildreth and Houck (1^ 68) was given 
in (2.1.16) of Section II. In matrix notabion we have 
Y = XP + e 
Y nxl ; X nxp pxl ; e nxl 
E[e] 0 ; E L ee ' J G ; 
where G is a diagonal matrix with elements 
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Î — Ij 2^  * m * y n. 
The sinçle least squares estimator a and its asynçitotic covariance 
matrix are given by 
0=0 = ( X ' X )"^  ( X • ê ) 
and 
, . / X'X ,-l /X'2GX \ , X'X \-l lim { — ' ( -^ T- ) ( — ) 
n— 
The estimators given by (2.1.21) and (2.1.24) are asynçtotically 
A 
equivalent to a. . The asymptotic covariance matrix of the joint least 
squares estimator 
"l 
A 
Pi 
is given by 
n-).co 
lim ( 
n-»G) n 
which is also the asymptotic distribution of the estimators given by 
(2.1.22) and (2.1.23). 
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In Section II we discussed the linear model used in a study of 
consumer behavior by Prais and Houthakker (1955). this study it was 
found that  ^ k a real constant where Y = Xp + e and 
[E[Y|X]]2 
E[Y|X] = Xp . 
A more general model is obtained by adding the component of error due 
to measurement error in Y. We than obtain the covariance matrix S[ee'] = G 
where 
G -
«2 + 0=2 [X^ f3]^  0 
+ Og [X^ p]: 
The term is the conçonent due to measurement error in Y while is 
the component due to the variance of Y given X^  i = 1, 2, ..., n . 
We let 
H = 0 X a  = 
2n X(p+2) 
a  
cc  ^
; F !^ \^ 2^ nx (p+2) ' 
2x1 
1 (xp)'' 
(X^ P) 
; H, 
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A preliminary estimator of a may be obtained by replacing p by Pq 
A 
in to obtain and then computing the simple least squares 
estimator 
A A _ A A 
0  ^ 1^0 ) %0 ® 
The asymptotic covariance matrix of a. is given by 
HJH,  ^ HJ2GH, KJIL 
lim [ ( ^ )"^ ( ) ( -Ï-Ï )-l ] 
n->=> n n n 
The joint least squares estimator of a  
3 
is given by (3.^ .5) and 
its asymptotic covariance matrix by Theorem 
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V. A COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCES 
OF THE SIMPLE AND JOINT LEAST SQUARES 
ESTIMATORS FOR A RANDOM COEFFICIENT MODEL 
In this section we use Monte Carlo procedures to conçare the perform­
ances of the simple and joint least squares estimators for an exançle of a 
random coefficient model. 
A. The Procedure 
The random coefficient model as given in Section II and TV is sum­
marized as follows: 
Y = Xp + e 
Y nxl ; X nxp ; g pxl ; e nxl ; a pxl ; (5.1.1) 
E[e] = 0 ; E[ee'] = G ; 
where G is a diagonal covariance matrix with elements 
P 2 
5. = 2 X a. t = 1, 2, n 
t to J 
For the 40x3 matrix X given in Table 5.1 and the parameter vector 
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a  
30.00 
0.10 
0.05 
10.00 
-4.00 
3.00 
a set of 50, 4o x 1 vectors Y were gener­
ated. First a set of 50, 40xl vectors e were generated and then Y 
computed according to Y = Xp^  + e. Each e vector was multivariate 
normal with mean 0 and diagonal covariance matrix G . The generation of 
e began with the generation of uniform random numbers using a technique 
given by Marsaglia and Bray (1968). Standard normal random numbers were 
obtained from the uniform random numbers using the Box-Mueller (1958) 
transformation. The e vector was then obtained by multiplying the elements 
of the 40xl standard normal vector by v/~S^  f t = 1, 2, UO; 
where g^  is given by (5.I.I). 
The single least squares estimators of g and a were obtained using 
pQ = (X'X)"^  X'Y 
and 
«Q = [(MX)' (MX)]"^  (MX)' e 
The asjmçjtotic covariance matrices are given by 
Var(PQ) = (X'X)"^  (X'GX) (X'X) 
and 
Var(aQ) = [(MX) ' (MX)]'\(MX) ' [2G](MX)][(MX) ' (MX)]"^  = C . 
(5.1.1) 
I8l 
Estimates of the asynçjtotic covariance matrices are obtained ty re-
A 
placing a by in G and G above. 
The joint least squares estimators of and require prelim­
inary estimates of the elements of G and G . The diagonal elements of 
G ; g^  , t = 1, 2, .4o were estimated using 
Sj. ~ f g^  > t -1, 2, ..., 40 . 
= St , St - t^ (5.1.2) 
where g^  = X^ cc^   ^ = V is the asynçtotic variance of 
A _ A 
, and is the estimate of obtained by using in place of 
'f.  Vj. is given by 
Vt = *4 c Xt 
where C is the estimator of C and C is defined in (5.I.I). 
The joint least squares estimators are given by 
P = (X'G X)"^  (X' G'^ y) 
a = [(MX)' [2G]~^ (MX)]"^  [(MX)'[2G]"^ Y ] 
where G and G denote the diagonal matrices of elements  ^and g^  
respectively, t = 1, 2, 4o. Estimates of the asyngjtotic covariance 
matrices were obtained from 
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Var(p) = (X'G"^ X)"^  
Var(a) = [(MX)' [2G]"^  (MX)]~^  . (5.1.3) 
In addition to estimates 0 of 0^ _, the following sangle quantities 
were obtained for the two estimators for each $0 sangles. 
t = (G.) = i = 1, 2, 2p ; 
/vioT) 
9.-6? 
Z  =  ( e . )  =  ^  ^  i  = 1, 2, 2p . 
JWJ 
The Monte Carlo mean and variance of each of the sanç)le statistics was 
corguted for each estimator over the $0 sangles. 
B. Summary of Results 
The performances of the two estimators are congared in Table $.2. 
For both estimators of p the estimated "bias is small. This is consistent 
with the theory since both estimators are unbiased. In all cases the 
asyngtotic variances and Monte Carlo variances of the joint least squares 
estimators were smaller than the respective variances for the single least 
squares estimators. Also, on the basis of the first two moments, the t 
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A 
and z statistics for p are veil approximated Jby their asymptotic 
distributions. 
In Table 2 we note that the Monte Carlo variances of the estimators 
of were, in general, less than the asymptotic variances for both 
estimators. Also, the second moments of t and z were in general less 
than 1. A partial explanation of these results was obtained by examina­
tion of the performance of the random number generator. From statistical 
theory we know that if x has a standard normal distribution then 
E[X] =0 ; E[x^  -(E[x ])^ ] = 1.0 ; E[x^  - (E[X^ ])^ ] = 2.0 . 
Monte Carlo estimates of each of the above quantities were obtained from 
the 50 sangles for each of the 4o elements of the standard normal random 
vector. The means for each of these quantities over the 4o elements were 
0.006, 0.985 and 1.8^ 9 respectively. We note that the mean values 
of the Monte Carlo estimates of E[x^  - E[x]^ ] and E[x^  - (E[x^ ])^  ] 
were slightly lower than their theoretical values. We would therefore 
expect the Monte Carlo variances of the statistics to be slightly less than 
the corresponding theoretical variances. 
In the case of the estimation of we note that the estimated bias 
for the simple least squares estimator is relatively close to zero but the 
estimated bias of the joint least squares estimator is relatively large. 
These results are consistent with theory since the single least squares 
estimator employing M is unbiased but the joint least squares estimator is 
in general biased. The asymptotic variances and Ifonte Carlo variances for 
l8h 
the joint least squares estimator are similar. As observed in the estima­
tion of however, the Monte Carlo variances of a tend to be less than 
the asjrnçtotic variances. 
In Table5.2 we note the large difference between the Monte Carlo vari­
ances and asynçtotic variances for the sinple least squares estimator of 
. In fact J the Monte Carlo variances of the sinrole least squares estima­
tor are quite similar to the Mjnte Carlo variances of the joint least squares 
estimator. This is latrgely explained by a comparison of the true variance of 
the single least squares estimator with the asymptotic variance. The true 
covariance matrix is given by 
[(MX)'(M)]"^  (MX)' T(jK)[(MX)'(M)r^  
where T is the covariance matrix of 
A A 
W = ê - E[ê] . 
The asynçjtotic covariance is given by (5.I.I) as 
[(MX)'(MX)]'^  (MX)'[25] (MX) [MX'(MX)]"^  
where 2G is the covariance of e-E[e] . Since by Lemma 3.3.9 T = 
2G + 0 ( ~ ) for large sangles the two covariance matrices should be similar. 
In our case the true variances of were 183^, 0.012 and O.OI5 
respectively which are less than the corresponding asymptotic variances 
2867, 0.018 and 0.024 given in Table 5-2. Also, from this table the 
Monte Carlo variances of a^ , and 0: are II90, 0.011 and 0.011. 
As we observed above the Monte Carlo variances may also be less than the 
asyngtotic variances because of the random numbers generated. It would 
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appear that for a sample of size n = ^ 0 the distribution of the t and z 
statistics differ considerably from normal (O, l). 
In Subsection A of this Chapter the procedure for establishing a 
positive lower bound on variance estimates was outlined. The Monte Carlo 
average frequency of the use of the lower bound for the 0^x1 vector of 
estimates {g, } was obtained for both estimators. In the case of 
t=l 
single least squares an average of 5-5 of the 4o variance estimates fell 
below the lower bound and for the joint least squares estimator this average 
was 3-3 . This result is consistent with theory since as the variance of 
the estimator decreases the lower bound decreases and hence fewer estimates 
should be below the lower bound. 
We have seen that the asymptotic distributions of the single least 
squares and joint least squares estimators of p furnished an adequate 
approximation to the observed distribtuions. The simple least squares 
estimator of a was as efficient as the joint least squares estimator 
for our example. The joint least squares estimator of a displayed a large 
bias while the simple least squares estimator was unbiased. Neither estima­
tor of <x was well approximated by the asyii^ totic distribution. 
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Table 5.1. X MTRIX FOR RAHDOM COEFFICIEaST MODEL 
n x. Xo Xo n X-, Xn x^  1 2 3 1 2 3 
1 1.000 9. oho - 7.820 21 1.000 18.050 0.340 
2 1.000 13.160 -29.350 22 1.000 21.420 19.170 
3 1.000 12.500 - 0.730 23 1.000 22.910 0.270 
k 1.000 14.200 -13.290 24 1.000 22.530 -10.270 
5 1.000 16.930 11.610 25 1.000 10.270 12.260 
6 1.000 19.270 13.510 26 1.000 l4.4io 8.070 
7 1.000 9.560 -12.480 27 1.000 20.310 7.190 
8 1.000 14.550 -27.310 28 1.000 22.050 15.610 
9 1.000 15.640 - 5.680 29 1.000 25.960 8.690 
10 1.000 16.740 14.340 30 1.000 26.850 - 1.910 
11 1.000 17.330 -l4.o6o 31 1.000 l4.84o 10.540 
12 1.000 17.800 -14.190 32 1.000 19.310 5.610 
13 1.000 ll.o4o - 0.910 33 1.000 23.720 - 3.150 
l4 1.000 15.480 - 4.780 34 1.000 22.700 9.860 
15 1.000 16.940 - 6.o4o 35 1.000 32.090 34.710 
16 1.000 19.380 7.580 36 1.000 17.050 19.780 
17 1.000 27.540 19.820 37 1.000 20.250 1.780 
18 1.000 23.030 17.350 38 1.000 20.160 12.180 
19 1.000 23.700 - 0.440 39 1.000 28.840 16.360 
20 1.000 15.330 - 9.44O 4o 1.000 36.190 - 3.770 
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Table 5.2. A COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCES OF THE ESTIMATORS 
Parameter H 
ca 
CV
J c
a
 
3^ %1 "2 "3 
True value 10.00 - 4.00 3.00 30.00 0.10 0.05 
Estimated 
bias 
SLSj 
JIS 
-0.312 
0.204 
0.023 
-0.010 
-0.024 
-0.008 
CO 
•
 
d^ 
0.001 
-0.013 1 
1 
0
 0
 
Asymptotic 
variance 
SLS 
JIS 
28.6 
23.4 
o
 o
 
d d 
0.017 
0.012 
2867 
1306 
0.018 
0.011 0
 0
 
0
 0
 
Monte Carlo 
variance 
SIS 
JIS 
25.3 
20.0 
d d 
0
 0
 
d d 
1190 
1220 
0.011 
0.011 
0.011 
0.009 
T average SLS 
JIS 
-0.057 
0.053 
0.082 
-0.050 
-0.227 
-0.222 
H
 H
 
S
 d
 
-0.238 
-0.316 
-0.373 
-0.270 
T variance SIS JIS o
 o
 
H
 
1.044 
0.875 
0.983 
0.893 
d d 
0.692 
1.233 0
 0
 
V
û 
H
 
Z average SLS 
JIS 
00 
CM 
•
 
•
 
O
 O
 1 p 
p
 
b 
b -0.186 
-0.193 
d d 
0.009 
-0.121 
d 0
 
Z variance SIS JIS 
0.882 
0.853 
0.949 
0.885 
CM 
0
 
d d 
d d 
0.595 
1.012 
0.438 
0.638 
S^IS stands for simple least squares. 
J^LS stands for joint least squares. 
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VI. SUMMARY 
The problem of estimation in the linear model Y = Xp + e with •un­
known diagonal covariance matrix G was considered. It was assumed that 
the elements of G are known functions of the explanatory variables X and 
an unknown parameter G = 
the elements of p . 
where the elements of p are a subset of 
The least squares procedure and the maximum likelihood procedure are 
commonly used to estimate 0 = The maximum, likelihood procedure 
is ençiloyed under the assumption that the vector e is normally distrib­
uted. The least squares procedure uses residuals from a single least 
A  
squares fit to obtain an estimate 0 of 0 . An estimated covariance 
A  _  
matrix G and the weighted least squares estimator p are then 
constructed where ^ ^ 
P = CX'G"^X)~^ (X'G"^Y) . 
It was demonstrated that the maximum likelihood estimator of © exists 
and is weakly consistent. If the maximum likelihood estimator is an interior 
point of the parameter space 6 then the likelihood equations have a unique 
consistent root at this point. As n-^® the likelihood equations have a 
unique consistent root 0 and the probability that the likelihood function 
is a maximum at 0 converges to 1 as n—. The estimator 0 is 
asymptotically normal. 
A joint least squares procedure was developed which uses a preliminary 
A  ^ 1  
estimator 0^ assumed to satisfi^- 0-0 = 0 ( ) . The joint least 
° Op^
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squares procedure obtains estimators that are in general asyiiç)totically 
more efficient than simple least squares estimators. The joint least 
A  
squares estimator of 9, ; is consistent and has the same asymptotic 
rv 
distribution as the consistent root, 0, of the likelihood equations. 
If pi is not an unknovm parameter of G then the joint least squares 
estimator of (3 is equivalent to (3 . If the covariance matrix is a function 
A 
of p it was shown that the joint least squares estimator of p , , is at 
least as efficient as the estimator (3 . 
The joint least squares procedure requires a preliminary estimator 
^  A  1  
G- of G such that G_ - 9 = 0 ( 
least squares estimator exists and has this property. 
In general an analytical expression for the maximum likelihood estima­
tor does not exist. We have shown that an iterative procedure which uses 
the joint least squares procedure can be used to obtain a sequence of 
estimators that converges to a local maximum of the likelihood function. 
This procedure is similar to the Modified Gauss Newton procedure for non 
linear least squares estimation. 
A Monte Carlo procedure was used to study the performance of the siurole 
and joint least squares estimators of Q for an exan^ le of a random coeffi­
cient model. For a sang)le size n = 4o the behavior of the estimators of 
P were well approximated by the asymptotic theory but the behavior of the 
estimators of a were not. For the example considered the sinrole least 
squares estimator of a was as efficient as the joint least squares estima­
tor. 
) . It has been shown that a single 
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